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Irregular Variable Length Coding
by Robert G. Maunder
In this thesis, we introduce Irregular Variable Length Coding (IrVLC) and in-
vestigate its applications, characteristics and performance in the context of digital
multimedia broadcast telecommunications. During IrVLC encoding, the multimedia
signal is represented using a sequence of concatenated binary codewords. These are
selected from a codebook, comprising a number of codewords, which, in turn, comprise
various numbers of bits. However, during IrVLC encoding, the multimedia signal is
decomposed into particular fractions, each of which is represented using a different
codebook. This is in contrast to regular Variable Length Coding (VLC), in which the
entire multimedia signal is encoded using the same codebook.
The application of IrVLCs to joint source and channel coding is investigated in
the context of a video transmission scheme. Our novel video codec represents the
video signal using tessellations of Variable-Dimension Vector Quantisation (VDVQ)
tiles. These are selected from a codebook, comprising a number of tiles having various
dimensions. The selected tessellation of VDVQ tiles is signalled using a corresponding
sequence of concatenated codewords from a Variable Length Error Correction (VLEC)
codebook. This VLEC codebook represents a specific joint source and channel coding
case of VLCs, which facilitates both compression and error correction. However, during
video encoding, only particular combinations of the VDVQ tiles will perfectly tessellate,
owing to their various dimensions. As a result, only particular sub-sets of the VDVQ
codebook and, hence, of the VLEC codebook may be employed to convey particular
fractions of the video signal. Therefore, our novel video codec can be said to employ
IrVLCs.
i
The employment of IrVLCs to facilitate Unequal Error Protection (UEP) is also
demonstrated. This may be applied when various fractions of the source signal have
different error sensitivities, as is typical in audio, speech, image and video signals, for
example. Here, different VLEC codebooks having appropriately selected error cor-
rection capabilities may be employed to encode the particular fractions of the source
signal. This approach may be expected to yield a higher reconstruction quality than
equal protection in cases where the various fractions of the source signal have different
error sensitivities.
Finally, this thesis investigates the application of IrVLCs to near-capacity opera-
tion using EXtrinsic Information Transfer (EXIT) chart analysis. Here, a number of
component VLEC codebooks having different inverted EXIT functions are employed
to encode particular fractions of the source symbol frame. We show that the composite
inverted IrVLC EXIT function may be obtained as a weighted average of the inverted
component VLC EXIT functions. Additionally, EXIT chart matching is employed to
shape the inverted IrVLC EXIT function to match the EXIT function of a serially
concatenated inner channel code, creating a narrow but still open EXIT chart tunnel.
In this way, iterative decoding convergence to an infinitesimally low probability of error
is facilitated at near-capacity channel SNRs.
ii
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Chapter1
Introduction
In this thesis, we introduce the novel concept of Irregular Variable Length Coding
(IrVLC) and investigate its applications, characteristics and performance in the context
of digital multimedia broadcast telecommunications. More specifically, we consider the
employment of IrVLCs to represent or encode multimedia source signals, facilitating
their transmission to, and reconstruction by, remote receivers. Explicitly, IrVLCs are
defined as encoding schemes, which represent particular components or segments of the
source signals with different sets of codewords, which comprise various numbers of bits.
This may be contrasted to regular Variable Length Codes (VLCs), which encode all
components or segments of the source signals using the same codebook of codewords.
In Section 1.1, we commence by discussing the applications of IrVLCs that are
considered in this thesis. Following this, in Sections 1.2, 1.3 and 1.4 we provide de-
tailed background on the topics of VLCs, the turbo principle and irregular coding,
respectively. This material will assist our dicussions throughout the thesis, in addition
to setting the stage for outlining its novel contributions. These novel contributions
are then described in detail in Section 1.5 and are discussed with reference to the
corresponding peer-reviewed publications. Furthermore, Section 1.5 also outlines the
structure of the thesis.
1.1 Applications of irregular variable length coding
Three particular aspects of IrVLCs designed for digital multimedia telecommunications
are investigated in this thesis, namely near-capacity operation, joint source and channel
coding as well as Unequal Error Protection (UEP).
1.1.1 Near-capacity operation
In his seminal contribution [1], Shannon considered source signals that contain some
redundancy. Per definition, the redundant content of a particular source signal may
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theoretically be accurately predicted, given the perfect knowledge of its unpredictable
information content. Provided that unimpaired knowledge of the source signal’s infor-
mation content can be reliably conveyed to the receiver by the channel, the transmitter
is allowed to employ source coding in order to remove all the source’s redundancy, with-
out jeopardising the receiver’s ability to reconstruct it. When communicating over a
perfectly noiseless channel, Shannon [1] showed that the minimum number of bits that
are required to reliably convey perfect knowledge of the source signal’s information
content to the receiver is given by the source’s entropy. Note however that the com-
putational complexity and latency imposed by a source codec typically escalates in
optimal entropy coding, where all redundancy is removed from the source signal.
Unfortunately, when communicating over noisy channels, which impose uncertainty
on the received signal, the reliable transmission of a source signal’s information content
may never be guaranteed. However, Shannon [1] also showed that if a source signal’s
information content is conveyed over a noisy channel at a rate (expressed in bits per
second) that does not exceed the channel’s capacity, then it is theoretically possible
to reconstruct it with an infinitesimally low probability of error. This motivates the
employment of channel coding which introduces redundancy into the transmitted signal
in a specifically designed manner. This redundancy may be exploited in the receiver
to mitigate any channel-induced errors within the original non-redundant information
content.
Similarly to optimal entropy coding, the computational complexity and latency im-
posed by a channel codec escalates, when approaching the channel’s capacity [2]. In-
deed, Jacobs and Berlekamp [3] showed that the decoding trees employed by the then
state-of-the-art sequential decoding algorithm [4–7] for Convolutional Codes (CCs) [8]
have an escalating computational complexity, when operating at an information rate
above the so-called cutoff rate of the channel. This cutoff rate has an upper bound,
which is equal to the channel’s capacity. Throughout the 1960s and 1970s, the cut-
toff rate was regarded as a practical design objective, whilst approaching the channel
capacity was deemed to be an unrealistic design goal. The escalating complexity of
CC decoding trees may be avoided by employing the more convenient trellises [9] to
represent CCs and by applying the Bahl-Cocke-Jelinek-Raviv (BCJR) [10] algorithm.
This forms the basis of turbo codes designed by Berrou et al [11] in 1993, which
employ a pair of iteratively decoded CCs and facilitate operation near the channel’s
capacity without an escalating computational complexity, as will be described in Sec-
tion 1.3. The advent of turbo coding led to the ‘rediscovery’ of Low Density Parity
Check (LDPC) codes [12–14], which apply iterative decoding techniques to bipartite
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graphs [15] in order to facilitate operation near the channel’s capacity. Recently, ir-
regular coding techniques [16–18] have enabled ‘very-near-capacity’ operation, as will
be described in Section 1.4. Indeed, in Chapters 3 – 5 of this thesis, we demonstrate a
novel application of IrVLCs to near-capacity operation in this manner.
Near-capacity operation is of particular interest in digital multimedia broadcast
applications. This is because the channel’s capacity reduces with the channel’s Signal
to Noise Ratio (SNR), which depends on the transmit power, on the distance to the
remote receiver and on the amount of noise that is imposed upon the signal. Hence,
multimedia broadcast schemes having a particular information transmission rate are
associated with a minimum threshold SNR at which the channel’s capacity drops below
the particular information transmission rate to be maintained. If a multimedia broad-
cast scheme can be designed to support near-capacity operation, then the threshold
SNR required to achieve high quality reception is reduced.
1.1.2 Joint source and channel coding
Shannon’s source and channel coding separation theorem [1] states that the removal
of undesirable redundancy during source coding and the reintroduction of specifically
design intentional redundancy during channel coding can be performed separately,
without jeopardising our ability to achieve an infinitesimally low probability of trans-
mission errors, while maintaining a near-capacity information transmission rate. How-
ever, Shannon’s findings are only valid under a number of idealistic assumptions [19],
namely that the information is transmitted over an uncorrelated non-dispersive nar-
rowband Additive White Gaussian Noise (AWGN) channel, while potentially imposing
an infinite decoding complexity and buffering latency. These assumptions clearly have
limited validity for practical finite-delay transmissions over realistic fading wireless
channels [20].
Additionally, Shannon assumed that the source is stationary and is losslessly en-
coded with the aid of entropy-encoded symbols having equal significance and identical
error sensitivity. These assumptions have a limited validity in the case of multime-
dia transmission, since video, image, audio and speech information is typically non-
stationary, having characteristics that vary in time and/or space [20,21]. Furthermore,
typically lossy multimedia coding [20, 21] is employed in order to achieve a high level
of compression and a concomitant low bandwidth requirement, while exploiting the
psycho-visual properties of the human vision or hearing. Finally, the components of
the encoded multimedia information typically have varying perceptual significance and
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a corresponding unequal error sensitivity, since they are often generated using a num-
ber of diverse encoding techniques. For example, video coding typically employs the
Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT) [22], Motion Compensation (MC) [23] and entropy
coding [24], as exemplified in the MPEG-1 [25], MPEG-2 [26], MPEG-4 [27], H.261 [28],
H.263 [29] and H.264 [30] video codecs.
Hence, the employment of joint source and channel coding [31, 32] is motivated.
This may be achieved using diverse methods, which we now briefly discuss.
‘Channel-optimised’ source coding [32] may be employed to reduce the reconstruc-
tion error that results when the channel decoder is unable to correct all transmission er-
rors. Here, the source encoder is designed with special consideration of the transmission
errors that are most likely to occur, namely those causing a particular binary codeword
to be confused with another similar codeword. In this way, channel-optimised source
encoding allocates pairs of similar codewords to represent similar reconstructed source
parameter values. For example, this may be applied to scalar quantisation [33, 34],
where real-valued source samples are represented by one of a number of discrete quan-
tisation levels, which are indexed by binary codewords. In this way, the allocation
of binary codeword pairs having a low Hamming distance to represent quantisation
level pairs having a low Euclidean distance was demonstrated in [35,36]. Similarly, the
authors of [37, 38] proposed Channel-Optimised Vector Quantisation (COVQ), which
employs the channel-optimised indexing of Vector Quantisation (VQ) tiles [39]. Note
that both scalar- and vector-quantisation shall be discussed in greater detail in Sec-
tion 1.2.
Joint source and channel coding can also be beneficially employed, if some of the
source correlation is not removed during source encoding, resulting in the manifestation
of residual redundancy [40] within the resultant source encoded signal. In the receiver,
a model of the source correlation may be employed to exploit the residual redundancy
in order to provide an error correction capability, which may be employed to mitigate
any transmission errors that could not be eliminated during channel decoding. The
error correction capability constituted by the source-encoded signal’s residual redun-
dancy may be invoked during source decoding in order to provide a Minimum Mean
Squared Error (MMSE) estimate of the source signal [41–44]. Alternatively, a Maxi-
mum A posteriori Probability (MAP) estimate [41, 42, 45] of the source coded signal
may be obtained prior to source decoding by exploiting the aforementioned residual
redundancy. Note that MMSE and MAP decoders have the ability to consider the en-
tire source coded signal sequence at once [44–46], or they may consider the individual
symbols of the source coded signal sequence separately [41–43].
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In the same way that residual source redundancy can be exploited in the receiver
to provide an error correction capability, so can redundancy that is intentionally in-
troduced during source encoding. For example, this may be achieved by imposing
correlation on the source signal with the aid of Trellis Coded Quantisation (TCQ) [47],
as exemplified in [46]. Alternatively, Variable Length Error Correction (VLEC) cod-
ing [48] may be employed to incorporate redundancy within the source encoded signal.
This may be exploited to provide an error correction capability in the receiver [49–52],
as will be detailed in Section 1.2. In Section 1.3, we shall detail the turbo princi-
ple [11], which may be employed for supporting iterative joint source and channel de-
coding [53–55], where the redundancy introduced by both source- and channel-coding
is alternately exploited for providing a priori information for each other concerning the
source encoded signal. A novel scheme employing this approach is described in Chap-
ter 2 and hence the detailed literature review of this topic is postponed to Section 2.1.
A further approach to joint source and channel coding that we highlight here em-
ploys sophisticated rate allocation in order to jointly optimise the amount of redun-
dancy that is retained or introduced during source encoding and the amount that
is introduced during channel encoding. In the scenario, where a lossy source codec
is employed, an increased degree of lossy compression may be achieved by employing
coarser quantisation, for example. While this results in additional quantisation-induced
reconstruction distortion, the associated reduction in the amount of resultant source-
coded information facilitates the employment of a lower-rate channel codec, without
increasing the overall transmission rate. Since lower-rate channel codecs are associ-
ated with higher error correction capabilities, they are capable of mitigating more
channel-induced reconstruction distortion. Hence, rate allocation may be employed
to optimise the trade-off between quantisation- and channel-induced reconstruction
distortion [36,56,57].
1.1.3 Unequal error protection
As mentioned above, this thesis considers the application of IrVLCs for UEP. In a
manner similar to that of [58–60] for example, UEP may be employed to appropriately
protect audio-, speech-, image- and video-encoded bit sequences, which are typically
generated using diverse encoding techniques and exhibit various error sensitivities. For
example, video coding typically employs the DCT and MC, as described above. As
noted in [20], typically a higher degree of video reconstruction distortion is imposed
by transmission errors that affect the motion vectors of MC than from those inflicted
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on the DCT-encoded information. Hence, UEP may be employed to protect all MC-
related information with a relatively strong error correction capability, whilst employ-
ing a relatively weak error correction code to protect the DCT-encoded information.
This approach may hence be expected to yield a lower degree of video reconstruction
distortion than equal protection, as noted in [58–60], for example. In Chapter 3, we
demonstrate the novel application of IrVLCs for UEP by employing different sets of
VLEC codewords having various error correction capabilities to appropriately protect
particular components of the source signal that have different error sensitivities.
1.2 Variable length coding
Typically, VLCs are employed to encode uncorrelated source symbol values that exhibit
unequal probabilities of occurrence. For this reason, we commence by discussing the
generation of symbols having these properties using quantisation. Following this, we
describe a number of different types of VLCs.
1.2.1 Quantisation
Uncorrelated source symbols with values having unequal probabilities of occurrence
may be generated during the scalar quantisation [33, 34] of uncorrelated real-valued
source samples, for example. Here, the J number of real-valued source samples in the
frame e = {ej}Jj=1 are quantised separately. More specifically, an approximation eˆj
of each source sample ej is provided by one of K number of real-valued quantisation
levels {eˆk}Kk=1. In each case, the selected quantisation level eˆk is that particular one,
which has the smallest Euclidean distance from the source sample, according to
eˆj = argmin
{eˆk}Kk=1
(ej − eˆk)2. (1.1)
This selection is indicated using a corresponding source symbol sj ∈ [1 . . . K] in the
J-symbol frame s = {sj}Jj=1. During inverse-quantisation, each reconstructed source
sample eˆj in the J-sample frame eˆ = {eˆj}Jj=1 approximates the corresponding source
sample ej using the quantisation level eˆ
k that is indicated by the corresponding source
symbol sj ∈ [1 . . . K]. Owing to this approximation, quantisation noise is imposed
upon the reconstructed source samples, which may be reduced by employing a larger
number of quantisation levels K.
Furthermore, in Lloyd-Max quantisation [33, 34] typically the K-means algorithm
[61] is employed to select the quantisation levels {eˆk}Kk=1 in order to minimise the quan-
tisation noise imposed that results for a given number of quantisation levels K. This
is illustrated in Figure 1.1 for the K = 4-level Lloyd-Max quantisation of uncorrelated
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Gaussian distributed source samples having a zero mean and unity variance. Observe
that the Probability Distribution Function (PDF) of Figure 1.1 is divided into K = 4
sections by the decision boundaries, which are located halfway between each pair of
adjacent quantisation levels, namely eˆk
′
and eˆk
′+1 for k′ ∈ [1 . . . K − 1]. Here, each
section of the PDF specifies the range of source sample values that are mapped to the
quantisation level eˆk at its centre of gravity, resulting in the minimum quantisation
noise.
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Figure 1.1: Gaussian PDF for zero mean and unity variance. The x axis is labelled with
the K = 4 Lloyd-Max quantisation levels {eˆk}Kk=1 and K − 1 = 3 decision boundaries
as provided in [33]. The decision boundaries are employed to decompose the Gaussian
PDF into K = 4 sections. The integral P (k) of each PDF section is provided.
The varying probabilities of occurrence {P (k)}Kk=1 of the K number of source sym-
bols values generated during quantisation may be determined by integrating the corre-
sponding sections of the source sample PDF. Figure 1.1 shows the K = 4 source symbol
value probabilities of occurrence {P (k)}Kk=1 that result for the K = 4-level Lloyd-Max
quantisation of Gaussian distributed source samples.
In the case where the source samples are correlated, Vector Quantisation (VQ) [39]
may be employed to generate source symbols with values having unequal probabilities
of occurrence. In contrast to scalar quantisation, where an individual source sample is
mapped to each quantisation level, VQ maps a number of correlated source samples to
each so-called quantisation tile. Quantisation tiles that impose a minimum quantisation
noise may be designed using the Linde-Buzo-Gray (LBG) algorithm [39], which applies
the K-means algorithm [61] in multiple dimensions.
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1.2.2 Entropy
The amount of information conveyed by a K-ary source symbol having a value k ∈
[1 . . . K] that occurs with the probability P (k) may be quantified as −log2[P (k)] bits.
This is illustrated in Table 1.1 for the K = 4 source symbol value probabilities of occur-
rence that result for the K = 4-level Lloyd-Max quantisation of Gaussian distributed
source samples, as depicted in Figure 1.1. For uncorrelated source symbols, the source
entropy is given by the average number of bits of information per symbol according to
E = −
K∑
k=1
P (k) · log2[P (k)]. (1.2)
k P (k) − log2[P (k)] Huffk RVLCk VLECk
1 0.1631 2.62 000 101 1011
2 0.3369 1.57 01 11 0110
3 0.3369 1.57 1 0 000
4 0.1631 2.62 001 1001 11001
Table 1.1: The probabilities of occurrence P (k) and informations − log2[P (k)] of the
K = 4 source symbol values k ∈ [1 . . . K] that result from the Lloyd-Max quantisation
of Gaussian distributed source samples. The corresponding source symbol entropy is
E = 1.91 bits per source symbol, according to (1.2). Also provided is the composition
of the K = 4 codewords in the corresponding Huffman Huff = {Huffk}Kk=1 [24],
RVLC RVLC = {RVLCk}Kk=1 [62] and VLEC VLEC = {VLECk}Kk=1 [48] codebooks.
According to (1.3), the average Huffman, RVLC and VLEC codeword lengths are
L(Huff) = 1.99, L(RVLC) = 2.15 and L(VLEC) = 3.83 bits per source symbol,
respectively. The corresponding coding rates are R(Huff) = 0.96, R(RVLC) = 0.89
and R(VLEC) = 0.50, respectively, according to (1.4).
1.2.3 Shannon-Fano coding
Based on his source coding philosophy, Shannon [1], in conjunction with Fano, proposed
the employment of VLCs to encode uncorrelated source symbols that assume values
having unequal probabilities of occurrence. During Shannon-Fano encoding, the J
number of K-ary source symbols in the frame s = {sj}Jj=1 are represented using a
K-entry codebook VLC = {VLCk}Kk=1 of binary VLC codewords, comprising various
numbers of bits. More specifically, those source symbols having a particular value of
k ∈ [1 . . . K] are mapped to the corresponding binary VLC codeword VLCk, which
comprises Ik number of bits. Following this, Shannon-Fano encoding is completed by
concatenating the different-length VLC codewords that represent the source symbols
of the frame s in order to obtain the VLC-encoded bit frame u = {ui}Ii=1. Note that
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the number I of bits comprised by the VLC-encoded bit frame u depends on which
particular VLC codewords are invoked.
In order that the source symbols may be uniquely decoded from the concatenated
VLC codewords u, it is crucial that no VLC codeword forms a prefix of any other.
Shannon [1] showed that this prefix condition can only be satisfied if the average VLC
codeword length of
L(VLC) =
K∑
k=1
P (k) · Ik (1.3)
is no lower than the source symbol entropy E. Note that any discrepancy between
L(VLC) and E may be quantified by the VLC coding rate of
R(VLC) =
E
L(VLC)
∈ [0, 1] (1.4)
and may be attributed to the presence of redundancy within the VLC codewords.
The objective of Shannon-Fano coding is to design a VLC codebook that satisfies
the prefix condition, while having a near-unity coding rate R(VLC). This is achieved
by initially listing the source symbol values in the order of increasing probability of
occurrence. Next, this list is decomposed into a pair of shorter lists comprising source
symbol values having roughly equal total probabilities. Source symbol values in one
list are allocated a zero-valued bit for their VLC codeword, while a unity-valued bit is
allocated to source symbol values in the other list. So long as lists comprising more
than one source symbol value exist, they are continually decomposed using the same
process and the allocated bits are appended to the end of the source symbol values’
VLC codewords. In this way, a tree is constructed from the top down, as illustrated in
Figure 1.2 for the source symbol value probabilities of occurrence {P (k)}Kk=1 provided
in Table 1.1, resulting in the K = 4-entry VLC codebook Huff = {Huffk}Kk=1, which
has a coding rate of R(Huff) = 0.96. Note that whilst the described algorithm does
ensure that no codeword is a prefix of any other, it does not always achieve the lowest
possible average codeword length and hence the highest possible coding rate [24].
1.2.4 Huffman coding
In contrast to the aforementioned Shannon-Fano algorithm, the Huffman coding al-
gorithm [24] facilitates the design of a VLC codebook having a maximal coding rate,
while satisfying the above-mentioned prefix condition. This is achieved by constructing
an encoding tree from the bottom up, rather than from the top down. More explicitly,
rather than continually decomposing lists of source symbol values into pairs of shorter
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Figure 1.2: Tree representation of the VLC codewords created from the top down by
the Shannon-Fano algorithm [1] and from the bottom up by the Huffman algorithm [24]
for the K = 4 source symbol value probabilities of occurrence {P (k)}Kk=1 provided in
Table 1.1. Each branch is labelled with the allocated bit value and the occurrence prob-
ability sum of the represented source symbol values. The codewords of the resultant
VLC codebook Huff = {Huffk}Kk=1 are provided in Table 1.1.
lists having similar total probabilities of occurrence, the Huffman algorithm continu-
ally merges the sets of source symbol values that have the lowest total probabilities
of occurrence. Note that in the specific case of using the source symbol value proba-
bilities of occurrence {P (k)}Kk=1 provided in Table 1.1, the Huffman coding algorithm
also results in the same tree, as the one shown in Figure 1.2 and in the VLC codebook
Huff = {Huffk}Kk=1 of Table 1.1, like the Shannon-Fano algorithm.
A received Huffman-encoded bit frame u¯ may be Huffman decoded by referring to
the corresponding encoding tree, as exemplified in Figure 1.2 for the Huffman codebook
Huff of Table 1.1. This is achieved by employing the bits of the received frame u¯ in
order to traverse through the tree, in order to generate the original bits. Whenever
a leaf node is reached, a corresponding value for a reconstructed source symbol s˜j
in the frame s˜ is obtained and the traversal recommences from the root node. Note
however that Huffman decoding carried out in this low-complexity manner is sensitive
to transmission errors [62].
This problem is illustrated in the example of Figure 1.3a, where a frame s compris-
ing J = 11 source symbols is encoded using the Huffman code Huff of Table 1.1 in
order to generate the I = 20-bit Huff -encoded frame u. In this example, the received
bit frame u¯ contains a single bit error and is decoded to obtain the reconstructed
symbol frame s˜. However, the bit error causes the misinterpretation of the three bits
that are comprised by a particular Huffman codeword, namely Huff4, as shown in
Figure 1.3a. As a result, these three bits are interpreted as representing two source
symbols instead of just one, which is an event we refer to as the loss of ‘synchronisa-
tion’. Consequently, all subsequent reconstructed source symbols in the frame s˜ will
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be misaligned by a single symbol position, causing numerous future symbol errors.
The quality of the reconstructed symbol frame s˜ may be characterised by its Symbol
Error Ratio (SER), which quantifies the fraction of the symbols in the frame s˜ that
are erroneous with respect to those of the encoded symbol frame s. By contrast, if the
receiver possesses the a priori knowledge that the source symbol frame s comprises
J = 11 source symbols, it will become aware of the presence of the transmission error
in the example of Figure 1.3a, since 12 source symbols are reconstructed. However,
the receiver will be unable to locate this transmission error and may hence nonetheless
resort to discarding all reconstructed symbols.
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Figure 1.3: Examples of VLC decoding in the presence of transmission errors using (a)
the codebook Huff and (b) the codebook RVLC from Table 1.1. In both cases, the
erroneous bits are boxed.
1.2.5 Reversible variable length coding
The sensitivity of Huffman coding to transmission errors motivated the introduction
of Reversible Variable Length Codes (RVLC) [62]. Unlike Huffman codes, RVLCs
facilitate decoding both in the classic forward, as well as in the reverse direction,
starting from the end of the received RVLC-encoded bit frame u¯. The benefit of this is
that in the presence of transmission errors, more RVLC codewords may be recovered
without errors. This reversible decoding is facilitated because, in addition to fulfilling
the prefix condition described above, RVLCs additionally fulfil a suffix condition, which
prevents any RVLC codeword from forming a suffix of any other. This may be observed
for the RVLC codebook RVLC provided in Table 1.1. By contrast, note that the
Huffman codebook Huff of Table 1.1 does not fulfil the suffix condition, preventing its
decoding in the reverse direction. Note that since RVLC codebooks have to additionally
satisfy the suffix condition, they typically cannot achieve coding rates as high as those
of the equivalent Huffman codebook. Indeed, the RVLC codebook RVLC of Table 1.1
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has a coding rate of R(RVLC) = 0.89, which is lower than the R(Huff) = 0.96 coding
rate of the Huffman codebook Huff . This has motivated the design of methods for
constructing RVLC codebooks that strive for maximal coding rates [63–67].
Figure 1.3b illustrates how the additional ability of decoding in the reverse direction
can benefit the reconstruction of source symbols that are encoded using the RVLC
codebook RVLC of Table 1.1. Here, the reconstructed symbols s˜ can be recovered from
both ends, provided that the receiver possesses the a priori knowledge that the source
symbol frame s comprises J number of source symbols. This is achieved by decoding
the received bit frame u¯ of Figure 1.3b from both ends, following the corresponding
decoding tree. Note that if the RVLC codewords are symmetric, like those of the
codebook RVLC provided in Table 1.1, then the same tree may be employed to assist
decoding in both directions. By contrast, if the RVLC codewords are asymmetric
[62], then different trees are required for decoding in the opposite directions. Note
that owing to the higher degree of design flexibility that is afforded for asymmetric
RVLC codebooks, they can typically achieve higher coding rates than the equivalent
symmetric RVLC codebooks.
Note that in the case of Huffman codebooks, such as Huff of Table 1.1, any con-
tinuous bit sequence may be interpreted as a valid codeword sequence. This is because
in Huffman coding trees, such as that provided in Figure 1.2, all internal nodes have
two branches; one which is followed when a logical zero bit is encountered and one
which is followed in the case of a logical one bit. By contrast, RVLC trees typically
contain some nodes that have only a single branch, as exemplified in Figure 1.4 for
the RVLC codebook RVLC of Table 1.1. This induces some redundancy within the
RVLC codewords, which may be exploited for detecting erroneous bits. More specif-
ically, for the RVLC codebook RVLC of Table 1.1, the bit sequence 1000 does not
correspond to a legitimate path between the root node and a leaf node of the tree
depicted in Figure 1.4. Hence, if the bit sequence 1000 is encountered during decoding
in either the forward or reverse direction, as exemplified in Figure 1.3b, the presence
of transmission errors within the previously considered bits of the received bit frame
u¯ is detected. Decoding is typically halted in this event, since synchronisation is likely
to have been lost and any further reconstructed symbols are likely to be erroneous.
It is for this reason that no attempt is made to decode the bits in between the two
instances, where the bit sequence 1000 was encountered in Figure 1.3b.
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Figure 1.4: Tree representation of the RVLC codebook RVLC provided in Table 1.1.
1.2.6 Variable length error correction coding
While RVLC codebooks allow the presence of bit errors to be detected in the manner
described above, they typically do not facilitate the precise localisation and, hence,
correction of bit errors. This motivated the introduction of VLEC codebooks [48,68,69]
for this purpose. Since VLEC codebooks facilitate error correction as well as source
coding, they may be viewed as achieving joint source and channel coding, as described
in Section 1.1.2. Similarly to RVLC codebooks, VLEC codebooks contain redundancy,
having tree representations in which some nodes have only a single emerging branch.
However, VLEC codebooks typically contain more redundancy and, hence, have lower
coding rates than RVLC codebooks, since this facilitates a higher error correction
capability. For example, the VLEC codebook VLEC of Table 1.1 has a relatively low
coding rate of R(VLEC) = 0.50, yielding the tree of Figure 1.5, which contains eight
nodes having only a single emerging branch.
While a tree may be employed to decode the source symbols one at a time, trellises
may be constructed that facilitate the consideration of multiple source symbols at
once. More specifically, trellises describe the VLEC code constraints, which limit the
legitimate sequences of bit values that may appear within a frame u of concatenated
VLEC codewords. We now introduce a number of VLEC trellis designs and describe
their employment for error correction. Later, we shall discuss metrics for quantifying
the error correction capability of VLEC codes.
1.2.6.1 Bit-based VLEC trellis
Figure 1.5 depicts a bit-based trellis [49, 70, 71] representation of the VLEC codebook
VLEC provided in Table 1.1. This is constructed by mapping the branches and nodes
of the tree to transitions and states within the trellis, respectively. As shown in Fig-
ure 1.5, each bit-based trellis state S(ı¨,n¨) is indexed by a node state index n¨ and a bit
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state index ı¨. Note that states having a particular bit state index ı¨ may be entered
after the consideration of the first ı¨ number of bits in the frame u = {ui}Ii=1. For this
reason, the bit indices i are positioned between the bit state indices ı¨ in Figure 1.5.
The construction of a bit-based VLEC trellis commences by mapping each node
of the tree to a trellis state having a particular bit state index ı¨. In each case, this
bit state index ı¨ equals the number of branches in (and hence number of bits required
to traverse) the path from the tree’s root node to the considered node. Furthermore,
the tree’s root node is mapped to a state having a node state index of n¨ = 0, the
tree’s internal nodes are mapped to states having different node state indices n¨ > 0
and the tree’s leaf nodes are also mapped to states having a node state index of n¨ = 0,
like the root node. Finally, the branches between particular nodes of the tree are
mapped to transitions between the corresponding states within the bit-based trellis.
Note that the tree of Figure 1.5 has been specially arranged to clearly illustrate the
described mappings. In the bit-based trellis of Figure 1.5, the consideration of multiple
source symbols at once is facilitated by repeatedly performing the described mappings,
starting from each instance where a state having a node state index of n¨ = 0 is invoked.
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Figure 1.5: Tree and bit-based trellis representations of the VLEC codebook VLEC
provided in Table 1.1. The trellis is specific to the case where the VLEC-encoded bit
frame u comprises I = 16 bits.
Note that bit-based VLEC trellises are often terminated, since any path that rep-
resents a sequence of codewords will terminate in a state having a node state index of
n¨ = 0. This is exemplified by the bit-based trellis of Figure 1.5, which is terminated
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after I = 16 bits in the state S(16,0). In this case, termination was achieved by remov-
ing all transitions that result in states other than S(16,0) being entered after all I = 16
bits have been considered. Note that for this reason, the bit-based trellis of Figure 1.5
facilitates the consideration of codeword sequences that contain exactly I = 16 bits.
1.2.6.2 ML VLEC sequence estimation
Once a trellis has been constructed to describe the code constraints of a VLEC code-
book, it may be employed to correct errors inflicted upon a received bit frame u¯
[49,70,71]. More specifically, the Viterbi algorithm [72,73] may be employed for Maxi-
mum Likelihood (ML) sequence estimation. This obtains the reconstructed bit frame u˜
comprising the particular sequence of concatenated codewords from the K-entry VLEC
codebook VLEC = {VLECk}Kk=1 that agrees with the maximum number of bit values
within the received frame u¯. The Viterbi algorithm is exemplified in Figure 1.6, in
which the bit-based trellis of Figure 1.5 is employed to correct five transmission errors
within a received version u¯ of a VLEC-encoded bit frame u comprising four codewords
from the VLEC codebook VLEC of Table 1.1.
The Viterbi algorithm commences by allocating a transition metric m(T ) to each
transition T in the trellis, having a unity-value, if the represented bit value agrees with
the corresponding bit in the received bit frame u¯ = {u¯i}Ii=1 or a zero-value otherwise.
More explicitly,
m(T ) =
{
1 if bT = u¯iT
0 otherwise
, (1.5)
where the transition T represents the employment of the value bT ∈ {0, 1} by the bit
uiT .
The Viterbi algorithm proceeds by employing a forward recursion to assign a state
metric M(S(ı¨,n¨)) to each state S(ı¨,n¨) within the trellis according to
M(S(ı¨,n¨)) = max
T∈to(S(ı¨,n¨))
M(T ), (1.6)
where to(S(ı¨,n¨)) is the set of all transitions that merge to the state S(ı¨,n¨) and M(T ) is
the cumulative transition metric of the transition T , which is given by
M(T ) = m(T ) +M [fr(T )], (1.7)
where fr(T ) is the state that the transition T emerges from and M(S(0,0)) = 0.
Observe in Figure 1.6 that some states having a node state index of n¨ = 0 have
more than one merging transition. According to (1.6), each corresponding state metric
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M(S(ı¨,n¨)) is obtained as the maximum cumulative transition metric of the merging
transitions. At this stage, the particular transition T that provides the maximum
cumulative transition metric M(T ) is selected to form part of the survivor path to the
considered state.
Following the completion of the aforementioned forwards recursion, the ML recon-
structed bit frame u˜ is obtained by starting from the state S(I,0) and following the
survivor paths in the reverse direction to the state S(0,0) and then outputting the bit
values associated with the corresponding transitions in the reverse order. The quality
of the resultant reconstructed bit frame u˜ may be characterised by its Bit Error Ratio
(BER), which quantifies the fraction of the bits in the frame u˜ that are erroneous with
respect to those of the transmitted bit frame u. Note that the reconstructed bit frame
u˜ obtained in the example of Figure 1.6 corrects all five bit errors that were present
within the received bit frame u¯, giving zero errors. Once the Viterbi algorithm has
been completed, the reconstructed bit frame u˜ may be decoded as usual in order to
obtain the reconstructed source symbol frame s˜.
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Figure 1.6: Example of applying the Viterbi algorithm to the bit-based trellis of Fig-
ure 1.5 in order to achieve ML sequence estimation and to correct five transmission
errors within a sequence of four codewords from the VLEC codebook VLEC of Ta-
ble 1.1. In this figure, the erroneous received bits are boxed, the state metrics M(S(ı¨,n¨))
are provided and the ML sequence path is indicated using bold transitions.
Note that the computational complexity associated with the Viterbi algorithm of
Figure 1.6 is commensurate with the number of transitions employed per bit in the as-
sociated bit-based VLEC trellis. Since this is equal to the number of branches within
the corresponding tree representation, the bit-based trellis complexity depends on the
properties of the VLEC codebook that influence its tree. Therefore a low trellis com-
plexity results if the VLEC codebook contains few entries, if it has short codewords
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(giving a high coding rate) and if the number of bits that are shared by the codewords
at their beginning is high.
1.2.6.3 Symbol-based VLEC trellis
Observe that there are some paths between the states S(0,0) and S(I,0) of Figure 1.6
that represent five codewords from the VLEC codebook VLEC of Table 1.1. For this
reason, if the ML sequence estimation process exemplified in Figure 1.6 was unable to
correct all of the transmission errors, the resultant reconstruction may comprise five
codewords instead of J = 4, resulting in the loss of synchronisation, as discussed above.
This motivates the employment of a symbol-based VLEC trellis [50,74]. Similarly to the
bit-based VLEC trellis, the symbol-based trellis restricts its consideration to codeword
sequences that contain a specific number of bits. However, unlike the bit-based VLEC
trellis, the symbol-based trellis additionally restricts its consideration to a specific
number of codewords. This is facilitated, because each transition in a symbol-based
VLEC trellis represents an entire codeword, rather than just a single bit like in the
bit-based trellis.
Figure 1.7 depicts a symbol-based trellis representation of the VLEC codebook
VLEC provided in Table 1.1 for the case when the source symbol frame s comprises
J = 4 source symbols and is encoded using an I = 16-bit frame u. Similarly to the
bit-based trellis exemplified in Figure 1.5, each state S(ı¨,¨) in the symbol-based trellis
of Figure 1.7 is indexed by a bit state index ı¨. As before, the bit indices i ∈ [1 . . . I] are
positioned between the bit state indices ı¨ ∈ [0 . . . I] and states having a particular bit
state index ı¨ may be entered into after the consideration of the first ı¨ number of bits
in the frame u = {ui}Ii=1. However, in contrast to the bit-based trellis, the states of
the symbol-based trellis are indexed by a symbol state index ¨, as shown in Figure 1.7.
In analogy with the bit state indices, states having a particular symbol state index
¨ may be entered into after the consideration of the first ¨ number of symbols in the
frame s = {sj}Jj=1. For this reason, the symbol indices j ∈ [1 . . . J ] are positioned
between the symbol state indices ¨ ∈ [0 . . . J ] in Figure 1.7. As shown in the legend
of Figure 1.7, each transition T in its trellis represents a particular source symbol
value kT ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4} and the IkT number of bit values from the corresponding VLEC
codeword VLECk
T
. Within the trellis, each transition T encompasses a single symbol
index and Ik
T
number of bit indices.
The trellis of Figure 1.7 was constructed in a recursive manner, emerging from
the state S(0,0). During this recursion, a set of the K = 4 transitions depicted in the
key of Figure 1.7 was positioned to emerge from each state that may be reached from
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Figure 1.7: Symbol-based trellis representation of the VLEC codebook VLEC provided
in Table 1.1 for the case when the source symbol frame s comprises J = 4 source
symbols and is encoded using an I = 16-bit frame u.
previously placed transitions. However, similarly to the bit-based trellis of Figure 1.5,
the symbol-based trellis depicted in Figure 1.7 is also terminated. This was achieved
by removing all transitions that result in states other than S(I,J) being reached, since
I = 16 bits and J = 4 symbols are considered. It is in this way that the symbol-based
trellis restricts its consideration to codeword sequences that represent a specific number
of source symbols using a specific number of bits.
Note that since the symbol-based VLEC trellis considers only codeword sequences
that represent a specific number of encoded source symbols, its employment as the basis
of ML sequence estimation using the Viterbi algorithm avoids the above-mentioned
synchronisation problems that are associated with the bit-based VLEC trellis. Here,
the Viterbi algorithm proceeds in a similar manner to that described for the bit-based
trellis, except for that each transition metric m(T ) is quantified as the number of bits
within the associated codeword VLECk
T
that agrees with the corresponding bits in the
received frame u¯. Note that the reconstructed symbol frame s˜ may be directly obtained,
if the symbol-based VLEC trellis is employed as the basis of ML sequence estimation.
By contrast, when the bit-based trellis is employed, the resultant reconstructed bit
frame u˜ must be decoded in order to obtain the reconstructed symbol frame s˜, as
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described above.
Note that as the number J of source symbols considered by a symbol-based VLEC
trellis is increased, its parallelogram shape becomes wider and the number of transitions
employed exponentially increases. For this reason, the symbol-based trellis complexity
per bit depends on the number J of source symbols considered and is typically sig-
nificantly higher than that of the bit-based trellis described above. Similarly to the
bit-based trellis complexity, the symbol-based trellis complexity depends on the num-
ber of entries employed within the corresponding VLEC codebook. Furthermore, the
difference in length between the longest and shortest VLEC codewords influences the
symbol-based trellis complexity, since this dictates the size of the acute angles within
the symbol-based trellis’ parallelogram shape.
A number of structures other than trellises have been proposed for VLEC decoding.
The sequential decoding of VLCs using trees was investigated in [52, 75] and the em-
ployment of Bayesian networks was considered in [76]. Graph representations of VLEC
codebooks have been demonstrated in [51, 77–79]. Unlike the aforementioned trellis
representations, these graphs allow any source symbol correlation to be exploited for
assisting error correction. This was also facilitated in [80], where a third dimension
was added to the symbol-based VLEC trellis for this purpose. Finally, the video codec
of Chapter 2 will employ novel modification of the symbol-based VLEC trellis that
replaces the symbol indices on the vertical trellis axis with video block indices. As in
the symbol-based trellis, each transition represents a single source symbol, however, in
the novel scheme of Chapter 2, different source symbols represent various numbers of
video blocks. Hence, in the novel trellis structure of Chapter 2, different transitions
encompass various numbers of bit indices and video block indices. Chapter 2 will also
apply the Viterbi algorithm to the above mentioned trellis structure in a novel manner,
facilitating MMSE -based video encoding.
1.2.6.4 VLEC error correction capability
The error correction capability of a VLEC codebook VLEC is typically characterised
by its free distance dfree(VLEC), which is equal to the minimum number of differing bits
in any pair of equal-length VLEC codeword sequences [48]. This is because transmission
errors that transform the transmitted sequence of VLEC-encoded bits into any other
legitimate sequence of VLEC-encoded bits cannot be detected during VLEC decoding
[48]. Hence, the free distance characterises the probability of occurrence of the most
likely undetectable transmission error scenario, namely that occurring in the presence
of the lowest number of corrupted bits.
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However, the free distance of a VLEC codebook dfree(VLEC) is typically difficult to
determine. Fortunately, Buttigieg and Farrell formulated a simple free distance lower
bound d¯free(VLEC) in [48],
dfree(VLEC) ≥ d¯free(VLEC) = min[dbmin(VLEC), ddmin(VLEC) + dcmin(VLEC)].
(1.8)
Here, the so-called minimum block-distance dbmin(VLEC) [48] is defined as the mini-
mum number of differing bits in any pair of equal-length codewords in the VLEC code-
book VLEC. Furthermore, the minimum divergence distance ddmin(VLEC) is defined
as the minimum number of differing bits in any pair of unequal-length, left-aligned code-
words, while the minimum number of differing bits in any pair of unequal-length, right-
aligned codewords is termed the minimum convergence distance dcmin(VLEC) [48]. As
a benefit of its ease of calculation, typically the free distance lower bound d¯free(VLEC)
of (1.8) is employed instead of the free distance dfree(VLEC) to characterise the error
correction capability of a VLEC codebook VLEC.
For example, the block-, divergence- and convergence-distances between the K = 4
codewords of the VLEC codebook VLEC of Table 1.1 are provided in Table 1.2.
Furthermore, Table 1.3 provides the minimum block-, divergence- and convergence-
distances between the codewords of the codebooks Huff , RVLC and VLEC from
Table 1.1, together with their free distance lower bounds. Note that both Huffman
and RVLC codebooks can be interpreted as special cases of VLEC codebooks. This is
because the prefix-condition of Huffman and RVLC codebooks guarantees a minimum
divergence distance of at least one. Similarly, a minimum convergence distance of at
least one is guaranteed by the suffix condition of RVLC codebooks.
k2
1 2 3 4
k1
1 – 3 2/2 3/1
2 3 – 2/2 2/4
3 2/2 2/2 – 2/1
4 3/1 2/4 2/1 –
Table 1.2: Block-, divergence- and convergence-distances between codewords from the
codebook VLEC. For codewords VLECk
1
and VLECk
2
having the same length Ik
1
=
Ik
2
, the block distance db(VLEC
k1 ,VLECk
2
) is provided. By contrast, the divergence-
distance dd(VLEC
k1 ,VLECk
2
) and the convergence distance dc(VLEC
k1 ,VLECk
2
)
are provided using the format dd(VLEC
k1 ,VLECk
2
)/dc(VLEC
k1 ,VLECk
2
) if the
codewords have different lengths Ik
1 6= Ik2 .
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VLC dbmin(VLC) ddmin(VLC) dcmin(VLC) d¯free(VLC)
Huff 1 1 0 1
RVLC 2 1 1 2
VLEC 3 2 1 3
Table 1.3: Minimum block-, divergence- and convergence-distances between codewords
from the codebooks Huff , RVLC and VLEC from Table 1.1, together with their free
distance lower bounds.
Note that VLEC codebooks having different error correction capabilities may have
the same Integer-Valued Free Distance (IV-FD) lower bound d¯free(VLEC). Hence these
error correction capabilities cannot be compared by using the IV-FD lower bound
d¯free(VLEC) as a metric owing to its non-unique integer value. This observation
motivates the introduction of a novel Real-Valued Free Distance Metric (RV-FDM)
D(VLEC) in Chapter 4 in order to characterise the error correction capability of a
VLEC codebook VLEC. Since this RV-FDM is defined within the real-valued domain,
it facilitates the unambiguous comparison of diverse VLEC codebooks’ error correction
capabilities, even if they happen to have the same IV-FD lower bound.
Methods for designing VLEC codebooks have been proposed in [67, 69, 81]. These
methods attempt to maximise the coding rate of VLEC codebooks having particular
specified distance properties. Note that high free distance lower bounds and, hence,
strong error correction capabilities typically result in codebooks having relatively low
coding rates. This is because long VLEC codewords are required in order that the
design freedom necessary to achieve high distances may be afforded. In Chapter 4, we
shall introduce a novel Genetic Algorithm (GA) for designing VLEC codebooks. Like
the methods of [67, 69, 81], this GA facilitates the design of VLEC codebooks having
particular specified distance properties. However, unlike the methods of [67,69,81], the
VLEC codebooks designed using the GA can have arbitrary coding rates, rather than
only maximal coding rates.
1.3 The turbo principle
As described in Section 1.1.1, turbo codes [11], as well as schemes employing the more
general ‘turbo principle’ [82,83], facilitate near-capacity operation without imposing an
excessive decoding complexity or latency. This is achieved using an iterative exchange
of so-called ‘soft’ information between a number of decoders. With each iteration, the
quality of the exchanged soft information improves, until no further improvement may
be obtained.
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We begin by defining soft information and by contrasting it to so-called ‘hard’
information. Following this, the exploitation and generation of soft information is
described in the context of VLECs.
1.3.1 Hard and soft information
The bit-based ML sequence estimation algorithm detailed in Section 1.2.6.2 may be
considered to be a Hard-In Hard-Out (HIHO) algorithm. This is because both the
inputs and outputs of the described algorithm comprise ‘hard’ information pertaining
to the VLEC-encoded bit frame u = {ui}Ii=1. More specifically, this hard information
is based on the decision, whether the decoder was more confident that the bits were
zero- or unity-valued. However, they do not quantify how confident the decoder was
that the bits should take these values, motivating the employment of ‘soft’ information
for this purpose.
For example, soft information may be employed to express the uncertainty that is
associated with a received signal that was subject to Additive White Gaussian Noise
(AWGN) during its transmission. More specifically, during Binary Phase Shift Keying
(BPSK) modulation [84], for example, zero-valued bits are transmitted by modulating
a carrier signal using an amplitude of +1, while an amplitude of −1 is employed to
signal unity-valued bits. However, Gaussian-distributed noise will be added to these
amplitudes during the signal’s transmission over the AWGN channel. Since the de-
modulator is unaware of the specific noise amplitude contaminating a particular bit,
it cannot be sure whether the bit should be zero- or unity-valued. However, if the
demodulator is aware of the variance of the AWGN, it is capable of determining how
likely the bit is to be a logical zero or a logical one [84].
Soft information pertaining to bits is typically represented using Logarithmic Like-
lihood Ratios (LLRs) within the receiver. Here, the particular LLR L(ui) in the frame
L(u) = {L(ui)}Ii=1 that pertains to the bit ui from the frame u = {ui}Ii=1 is specified
according to
L(ui) = ln
P (ui = 0)
P (ui = 1)
, (1.9)
where P (ui = b) ∈ [0, 1] is the probability or confidence that the bit ui had the value
b ∈ {0, 1} within the transmitter. Note that the logarithmic domain is employed since it
provides symmetry, resulting in LLRs having a positive or negative sign, when a higher
confidence is instilled within a logical zero- or a logical one-valued bit, respectively.
Furthermore, the level of this confidence is commensurate with the LLR’s magnitude.
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1.3.2 Soft VLEC decoders
Let us now discuss a number of trellis-based soft VLEC decoding algorithms [85].
Throughout these discussions we assume that the bit-based VLEC trellis exemplified
in Figure 1.5 is employed. In analogy with the bit-based ML sequence estimation
algorithm detailed in Section 1.2.6.2, the algorithms discussed in this section have soft
inputs and outputs that pertain to the VLEC-encoded bit frame u. However, the
aforementioned algorithms may also be adapted to operate on the basis of the symbol-
based trellis exemplified in Figure 1.7. In this case, the algorithms have soft inputs
pertaining to the VLEC-encoded bit frame u and soft outputs pertaining to the source
symbol frame s, in analogy with the discussions of Section 1.2.6.3.
Similar to the ML sequence estimation algorithms described in Sections 1.2.6.2 and
1.2.6.3, the computational complexity of the algorithms introduced in the following
discussions depends on the number of trellis transitions employed. In Section 1.3.2.4,
we shall quantify and also reduce the computational complexity of these algorithms,
as well as highlighting a number of their implementational issues.
1.3.2.1 ML SIHO VLEC sequence estimation
The HIHO ML VLEC sequence estimation algorithm described in Section 1.2.6.2 may
be adapted to accept soft inputs [70], hence becoming a Soft-In Hard-Out (SIHO)
algorithm. This may be achieved by replacing the transition metric m(T ) of (1.5) with
m(T ) = P (uiT = b
T ), (1.10)
where the transition T represents the adoption of the value bT ∈ {0, 1} by the bit uiT
and P (ui = b) may be obtained from the corresponding LLR L(ui) according to (1.9).
Similarly, the cumulative transition metric M(T ) of (1.7) should be replaced by
M(T ) = m(T )×M [fr(T )], (1.11)
where fr(T ) is the state that the transition T emerges from and the state metric
M(S(ı¨,n¨)) is given by (1.6), as before. Note that the metric accumulation of (1.7) is
replaced by a multiplication in (1.11), because the joint probability of two independent
events is given as the product of their individual probabilities. For this reason, the ML
SIHO sequence estimation algorithm considered assumes the independence of the LLRs
within the frame L(u). Note that this assumption is no longer valid and the optimality
of the algorithm is lost, if the LLR frame L(u) is obtained by the demodulation of a
signal that was transmitted over a correlated fading channel, for example.
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1.3.2.2 SISO VLEC algorithms
The Viterbi algorithm may also be appropriately adapted to provide a soft output,
hence becoming a Soft-In Soft-Out (SISO) algorithm. This is achieved using the Soft
Output Viterbi Algorithm (SOVA) [86]. Similarly to the soft-input ML sequence es-
timation algorithm of Section 1.3.2.1, the SOVA algorithm provides the hard ML re-
constructed bit frame u˜, when it is applied to the bit-based VLEC trellis exemplified
in Figure 1.5. However, unlike the soft-input ML sequence estimation algorithm, the
SOVA algorithm additionally outputs soft information to express the confidence asso-
ciated with each bit in the reconstructed frame u˜.
Since the soft output of the SOVA algorithm pertains to the bits in the ML se-
quence, it does not provide so-called A Posteriori Probabilities (APPs), which may be
obtained by considering the bits individually. By contrast, APP SISO decoding may
be achieved by applying the Bahl-Cocke-Jelinek-Raviv (BCJR) algorithm [10] to the
bit-based VLEC trellis exemplified in Figure 1.5 [71]. In this way, the BCJR algorithm
applies the VLEC code constraints to the input a priori soft information, outputting
improved so-called a posteriori soft information.
The BCJR algorithm commences by considering the a priori LLR frame La(u) =
{La(ui)}Ii=1 and assigning a so-called gamma value [10] to each transition within the
trellis. The gamma value γ(T ) assigned to a particular transition T is given by con-
sidering a single corresponding a priori LLR according to
γ(T ) = P (T |fr(T )) · Pa(uiT = bT ), (1.12)
where the transition T represents the adoption of the value bT ∈ {0, 1} by the bit uiT
and Pa(ui = b) may be obtained from the corresponding a priori LLR La(ui) with
reference to (1.9). Furthermore, P (T |fr(T )) is the conditional probability that the
specific trellis transition T is invoked, given that the state fr(T ) from which it emerges
was invoked. These values may be obtained by referring to the VLEC encoding tree that
is exemplified in Figure 1.8 and to the source symbol value probabilities of occurrence
that are exemplified in Table 1.1. More specifically, a particular transition’s conditional
probability P [T |fr(T )] may be obtained by considering the occurrence probabilities of
the symbol values that can be reached from the corresponding branch in the tree and
of the symbol values that can be reached from the node that the particular branch
emerges from, as illustrated in Figure 1.8.
Following the assignment of gamma values, a forward recursion from the state S(0,0)
is employed to allocate so-called alpha values [10] to the trellis states. The alpha value
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Figure 1.8: Tree representation of the VLEC codebook VLEC provided in Table 1.1.
Each branch is labelled with the conditional probability P (T |fr(T )) that is assigned to
the corresponding transitions within the bit-based VLEC trellis.
α(S(ı¨,n¨)) assigned to a particular state S(ı¨,n¨) is given by considering all of the preceeding
a priori LLRs according to
α[S(ı¨,n¨)] =
 1 if ı¨ = 0 and n¨ = 0∑
T∈to(S(ı¨,n¨)) γ(T ) · α[fr(T )] otherwise
, (1.13)
where to(S(ı¨,n¨)) is the set of all transitions that merge into the state S(ı¨,n¨) and fr(T ) is
the state that the transition T emerges from.
Similarly, a backwards recursion from the state S(I,0) is employed to allocate so-
called beta values [10] to the trellis states. The beta value β(S(ı¨,n¨)) assigned to a
particular state S(ı¨,n¨) is given by considering all of the forthcoming a priori LLRs
according to
β[S(ı¨,n¨)] =
 1 if ı¨ = I and n¨ = 0∑
T∈fr(S(ı¨,n¨)) γ(T ) · β[to(T )] otherwise
, (1.14)
where fr(S(ı¨,n¨)) is the set of all transitions that emerge from the state S(ı¨,n¨) and to(T )
is the state that the transition T merges into.
Once the related recursions have been completed, an a posteriori probability is
calculated for each transition in the trellis. The a posteriori probability Pp(T ) of a
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particular transition T is given as
Pp(T ) =
1
C1
· α[fr(T )] · γ(T ) · β[to(T )], (1.15)
where the transition T emerges from the state fr(T ) and merges into the state to(T ),
while C1 is a constant that is common to all a posteriori transition probabilities.
Finally, a so-called a posteriori LLR frame Lp(u) = {Lp(ui)}Ii=1 is output, where
the a posteriori probability Pp(ui = b) of a particular bit ui assuming a particular value
b is given by
Pp(ui = b) =
∑
n
T
˛˛˛
iT=i,
bT=b
oPp(T ) (1.16)
and the corresponding a posteriori LLR Lp(ui) may be obtained with reference to (1.9).
Note that the BCJR algorithm can only provide optimal a posteriori LLRs, if the
a priori LLRs in the frame La(u) are independent. This is because the multiplications
within (1.13) – (1.15) assume that the joint a priori probability of two bits taking
particular values may be obtained as the product of the appropriate separate a priori
bit value probabilities.
The video decoder of Chapter 2 will apply a novel modification of the BCJR algo-
rithm to the novel symbol-based trellis that was briefly introduced in Section 1.2.6.3.
This will guarantee the reconstruction of legitimate – although not necessarily error-
free – video encoded information, eliminating the need to discard invalid information
that is typical in conventional video decoders. Furthermore, the proposed novel modi-
fication to the BCJR algorithm will be shown to generate soft information pertaining
to the encoded video blocks, facilitating their MMSE reconstruction.
1.3.2.3 MAP SIHO VLEC sequence estimation
Recall that the ML SIHO VLEC sequence estimation algorithm of Section 1.3.2.1 re-
places the transition metrics in the Viterbi algorithm of Section 1.2.6.2 with those of
(1.10). Here, the replacement metric m(T ) of each transition T is provided by its a
priori probability Pa(T ) = P (uiT = b
T ), which may be obtained directly from the cor-
responding a priori LLR La(uiT ) in the input frame La(u) = {La(ui)}Ii=1 with reference
to (1.9). However, we can expect to improve the BER of the resultant reconstructed
bit frame u˜, if we first apply the VLEC code constraints to the a priori transition
probabilities. This may be achieved using the BCJR algorithm of Section 1.3.2.2 in
order to obtain the a posteriori transition probabilities Pp(T ) of (1.15). Hence, in the
so-called MAP VLEC sequence estimation algorithm [71], each transition metric m(T )
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employed during the Viterbi algorithm of Section 1.2.6.2 is set to the corresponding a
posteriori transition probability Pp(T ) of (1.15).
As in the ML SIHO VLEC sequence estimation algorithm of Section 1.3.2.1, the
revised cumulative transition metric M(T ) of (1.11) is employed during MAP VLEC
sequence estimation. For this reason the MAP VLEC sequence estimation algorithm
assumes the independence of the a priori LLRs in the frame La(u), as described in
Section 1.3.2.1. As is the case for the ML SIHO VLEC sequence estimation algorithm of
Section 1.3.2.1 and the APP SISO VLEC algorithm of Section 1.3.2.2, the optimality
of the MAP VLEC sequence estimation algorithm is no longer valid, if the a priori
LLRs are not independent.
1.3.2.4 Computational complexity and other implementational issues
The above-mentioned SISO and sequence estimation algorithms operate on the basis of
conventional probabilities. However, these have a high dynamic range, typically having
values that vary by many orders of magnitude. For this reason, accurate floating-point
processing is required, which nonetheless loses precision when successive operations are
performed on small probabilities, as is typical in the algorithms considered [87]. This
motivates the transformation of the probabilities into the logarithmic domain. The
resultant logarithmic-domain probabilities have a significantly reduced dynamic range,
allowing the employment of fixed-point, rather than floating-point processing. This
is associated with a complexity saving, since fixed-point Arithmetic and Logic Units
(ALUs) are typically significantly simpler than their floating-point equivalents.
Furthermore, operation within the logarithmic domain avoids the exponentials and
logarithms that are required to convert between bit value probabilities P (ui = b) and
LLRs L(ui), according to (1.9). However, the maximum finding, addition and mul-
tiplication operations that are employed by the above-mentioned SISO and sequence
estimation algorithms must be converted into the logarithmic domain in order to fa-
cilitate this. Let us consider operations performed upon two probabilities p1 and p2
and the equivalent operations that must be performed upon their logarithmic-domain
counterparts P1 = ln(p1) and P2 = ln(p2).
The multiplication of two probabilities may be achieved by the addition of their
logarithmic-domain counterparts
ln(p1 × p2) = P1 + P2, (1.17)
which may be achieved by a fixed-point Arithmetic and Logic Unit (ALU) in a single
clock cycle [87]. By contrast, floating-point ALUs typically require a number of clock
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cycles for the multiplication of the probabilities. Hence, a significant complexity saving
can be attained by performing the multiplications of the SISO and sequence estimation
algorithms of Sections 1.3.2.1 – 1.3.2.3 in the logarithmic domain.
The maximum-finding operations remain similar when operating in the logarithmic
domain, since
ln[max(p1, p2)] = max(P1, P2), (1.18)
where p1 and p2 are both positive. Note that the related compare and select operation
can be typically performed by a fixed-point ALU in a single clock cycle.
However, the addition of two probabilities requires the use of the Jacobian logarithm
[88] in the logarithmic domain
ln(p1 + p2) = max(P1, P2) + ln(1 + e
−|P1−P2|), (1.19)
which cannot be readily performed by a simple ALU, since it includes both logarithms
and exponentials. This motivates the employment of the Max-Log-MAP approach [88],
in which the Jacobian approximation
ln(p1 + p2) ≈ max(P1, P2) (1.20)
is employed instead of the Jacobian logarithm of (1.19). Since this compare and select
operation can be typically performed by a fixed-point ALU in a single clock cycle, its
employment mitigates the complexity associated with the Jacobian logarithm of (1.19).
Note that the approximation introduced by employing the Jacobian approximation
of (1.20) instead of the Jacobian logarithm of (1.19) during the SISO and sequence es-
timation algorithms of Sections 1.3.2.1 – 1.3.2.3 inevitably erodes their optimality. The
associated performance degradation is typically significant, motivating the employment
of the Log-MAP approach [88], which strikes a compromise between the complexity of
(1.20) and the sub-optimality of (1.19). This employs the eight-entry lookup Table 1.4
to approximate the term ln(1 + e−|P1−P2|) in the Jacobian logarithm of (1.19). The
lookup Table 1.4 is indexed using |P1 − P2|, which may be obtained by a fixed-point
ALU in the same clock cycle that provides max(P1, P2) for (1.19).
Note that the value of |P1 − P2| may be compared to each of the ranges provided
in the lookup Table 1.4 in the order from top to bottom and curtailing any further
operations, once the appropriate entry has been found. Since we may expect small
differences between P1 and P2 to be relatively rare, this approach may be expected to
reduce the average number of comparisons required. Note that the ALU can typically
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|P1 − P2| ln(1 + e−|P1−P2|)
≥ 3.70 0.00
∈ [2.25, 3.70) 0.05
∈ [1.50, 2.25) 0.15
∈ [1.05, 1.50) 0.25
∈ [0.70, 1.05) 0.35
∈ [0.43, 0.70) 0.45
∈ [0.20, 0.43) 0.55
∈ [0.00, 0.20) 0.65
Table 1.4: Lookup table employed to correct the Jacobian approximation in the Log-
MAP algorithm.
perform one comparison per clock cycle, requiring between one and eight clock cycles
to obtain an approximation for ln(1 + e−|P1−P2|). Once this is obtained, another clock
cycle is required to add it to max(P1, P2), completing the approximation of (1.19).
Hence, the Jacobian logarithm requires a total of three to ten clock cycles, when the
Log-MAP approach is employed. Note that this is significantly higher than the single
clock cycle required to perform the addition of (1.17) and the maximum operation of
(1.18). However, the Jacobian logarithm is typically invoked relatively rarely, when the
SISO and sequence estimation algorithms of Sections 1.3.2.1 – 1.3.2.3 are performed
in the logarithmic domain. For this reason, the complexity saving associated with the
addition of (1.17) tends to be the dominating factor.
Note that only Add, Compare and Select (ACS) operations are required when the
SISO and sequence estimation algorithms are performed in the logarithmic domain and
the eight-entry lookup Table 1.4 is employed to correct the Jacobian approximation
in the Log-MAP algorithm. Hence, a decoding algorithm’s computational complexity
may be quantified by the number of ACS operations it performs or, equivalently, by
the number of fixed-point ALU clock cycles it requires. In Chapter 3, we shall employ
ACS operation counts as the basis of a novel plot for characterising how the decoding
complexity imposed varies with the channel SNR.
Further computational complexity reductions can be achieved using the approaches
of the T -BCJR and M -BCJR algorithms [89], which restrict the complexity by consid-
ering a limited number of trellis transitions. More explicitly, following the calculation
of the BCJR algorithm’s gamma values using (1.12), transitions are pruned from the
trellis if their gamma value is below a particular threshold value T , in the T -BCJR
algorithm. Clearly, the higher the threshold value T , the more transitions are pruned
from the trellis, simplifying the remaining BCJR calculations and reducing the overall
complexity, at the cost of eroding the algorithm’s optimality. Similarly, the M -BCJR
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algorithm prunes all but M number of the transitions that consider each bit in the
VLEC encoded frame u.
1.3.3 Concatenated codes
As described above, turbo codes [11], as well as schemes employing the more general
‘turbo principle’ [82, 83], employ an iterative exchange of soft information between a
number of decoders. We now discuss techniques for arranging or ‘concatenating’ these
codes.
1.3.3.1 Parallel concatenation
The parallel concatenation of two codes is exemplified by the classic turbo code [11]
of Figure 1.9, which employs two CCs [8]. Here, the upper CC encoder encodes the
bit frame u in order to generate the CC-encoded bit frame v1. Meanwhile, the lower
CC encoder generates the CC-encoded bit frame v2 by encoding a scrambled version
u′ of the bit frame u that has been interleaved in the block pi of Figure 1.9. Note that
typically both CC encoders have an identical coding rate RCC < 1 and design, which
may be realised using a Linear Feedback Shift Register (LFSR) [8]. Following this, the
turbo-encoded bit frame v is obtained by multiplexing the CC-encoded bit frames v1
and v2, while puncturing some bits in order to increase the overall turbo coding rate
Rturbo from RCC/2.
In analogy to the turbo encoder, an APP SISO turbo decoder may be constructed
from a parallel concatenation of two APP SISO CC decoders, as shown in Figure 1.9.
Similarly to the APP SISO VLEC decoder of Section 1.3.2.2, these apply the BCJR
algorithm to a specific trellis [9], which encompasses the associated code constraints.
As shown in Figure 1.9, the upper APP SISO CC decoder considers both an a priori
LLR frame Lua(u) pertaining to the bit frame u and an a priori LLRframe L
u
a(v
1)
pertaining to the bit frame v1 during the generation of the a posteriori LLR frame
Lup(u). Likewise, the lower APP SISO CC decoder of Figure 1.9 considers both L
l
a(u
′)
and Lla(v
2) during the generation of Llp(u
′). Note that these are in contrast to the
APP SISO VLEC decoder of Section 1.3.2.2, which has only a single input a priori
LLR frame.
The APP SISO turbo decoder of Figure 1.9 commences its operation by demulti-
plexing and depuncturing the a priori LLR frame La(v). Here, zero values are allocated
to any LLRs within the frames Lua(v
1) and Lla(v
2) that correspond to bits that were
punctured in the turbo encoder. These zero-valued LLRs indicate the lack of a priori
knowledge and the total uncertainty concerning the logical values of the pertained bits,
with logical zero and one values being equally likely.
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Figure 1.9: Parallel concatenation and iterative decoding of the two CCs of a turbo
code.
Following this, APP SISO turbo decoding proceeds in an iterative manner. During
this process, the APP SISO CC decoders of Figure 1.9 assist each other’s operation,
allowing them to dispel more and more uncertainty about the logical values of the bits in
the frame u. This is achieved with the alternated activation of the upper and lower APP
SISO CC decoders of Figure 1.9 and the exchange of any new, or extrinsic, information
that they can infer. More specifically, the upper APP SISO CC decoder provides the
a priori LLR frame Lla(u
′) to the lower decoder, which reciprocates with the a priori
LLR frame Lua(u), as shown in Figure 1.9. Once the a posteriori LLR frames L
u
p(u)
and Llp(u
′) have been obtained, their new extrinsic content may be extracted with the
subtraction of the old a priori LLR frames Lua(u) and L
l
a(u
′), respectively. As shown
in Figure 1.9, this results in the extrinsic LLR frames Lue (u) and L
l
e(u
′), respectively.
Following interleaving pi or de-interleaving pi−1 as appropriate, the a priori LLR frames
Lua(u) and L
l
a(u
′) generated for the next decoding iteration are obtained.
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Note that at the start of the iterative decoding process, the lower APP SISO CC
decoder of Figure 1.9 has not yet been invoked and hence the a priori LLR frame Lua(u)
is not available. In this case, an a priori LLR frame Lua(u) comprising zero-valued LLRs
is provided for the upper APP SISO CC decoder, indicating total uncertainty in the
logical values of the pertained bits.
After a number of decoding iterations, all the a priori information has been ex-
ploited and, hence, no further improvements may be obtained by additional decoding
iterations. In Section 1.3.4, we shall discuss methods designed for characterising this
iterative decoding convergence. Once iterative decoding has been completed, the most
recently obtained a posteriori LLR frame Lup(u) is subjected to a hard decision and
output, as shown in Figure 1.9.
Note that the interleaver pi has three roles in the turbo code [90], namely
• to provide the lower CC encoder with a bit frame u′ that is different from the
one u encoded by the upper CC encoder,
• to scramble the positions of any strong LLRs that appear in groups within the
extrinsic LLR frames Lue (u) and L
l
e(u
′), hence allowing them to improve the
confidence of decoding the entire a priori LLR frames Lua(u) and L
l
a(u
′), and
finally
• to mitigate the dependencies between neighbouring LLRs in the a priori frames
Lua(u) and L
l
a(u
′), contributing towards maintaining the BCJR algorithm’s asso-
ciated assumption of exploiting independent a priori information, as described
in Section 1.3.2.2.
Clearly, the interleaver’s ability to perform these functions is commensurate with its
length. However, long interleavers are associated with long decoding latencies, since
the decoding of the a posteriori LLR frame Lup(u) cannot be completed until the entire
a posteriori LLR frame La(v) has been received.
Turbo codes have found application in the 3rd Generation (3G) wireless standards,
satellite communication standards and wireless networking standards, among others
[91]. In [92–94], the parallel concatenation and iterative decoding of block codes [95]
was proposed. As another concatenated design alternative, the Turbo Trellis Coded
Modulation (TTCM) scheme of [96] employs the parallel concatenation of two Trellis
Coded Modulation (TCM) [97] schemes. Finally, the parallel concatenation of source
and channel codes was considered in [98].
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1.3.3.2 Serial concatenation
Following the introduction of turbo codes, relying on the parallel concatenation of
codes, their serial concatenation was proposed in [99, 100]. This is exemplified by the
serial concatenation of an outer VLEC and an inner CC codec in the joint source and
channel coding scheme of Figure 1.10. Here, the VLEC encoder represents the source
symbol frame s with the VLEC-encoded bit frame u. This is interleaved in the block
pi of Figure 1.10 and the resultant frame u′ is provided to the CC encoder, which
generates the CC-encoded bit frame v. The overall coding rate is RVLEC ·RCC, where
RVLEC is the VLEC coding rate and RCC is the CC coding rate.
VLEC encoder
Outer pi InnerCC encoder
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APP SISO
VLEC decoder
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Serially-concatenated encoder:
Serially-concatenated decoder:
Figure 1.10: Serial concatenation and iterative decoding of a VLEC and a CC.
In the receiver, the APP SISO VLEC decoder is serially concatenated with the
APP SISO CC decoder, as shown in Figure 1.10. Similarly to the APP SISO CC
decoders employed in the parallel concatenation of Figure 1.9, the inner APP SISO CC
decoder generates the a posteriori LLR frame Lip(u
′) by considering the a priori LLR
frames Lia(u
′) and Lia(v). Similarly, the outer APP SISO VLEC decoder generates
the a posteriori LLR frame Lop(u) by considering the a priori LLR frame L
o
a(u) of
Figure 1.10, as described in Section 1.3.2.2.
In analogy with the iterative turbo decoding process of Figure 1.9 in Section 1.3.3.1,
the APP SISO VLEC and CC decoders assist each other’s operation, allowing them
to dispel more and more uncertainty about the logical values of the bits in the frame
u of Figure 1.10. This is achieved with the alternated activation of the APP SISO
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decoders and the exchange of any new extrinsic information that they can infer. More
specifically, the inner APP SISO CC decoder of Figure 1.10 provides the a priori LLR
frame Loa(u) to the APP SISO VLEC decoder, which reciprocates with the a priori LLR
frame Lia(u
′), as shown in Figure 1.10. Once the a posteriori LLR frames Lip(u
′) and
Lop(u) have been obtained, their new extrinsic content may be extracted with the aid
of subtracting the old a priori LLR frames Lia(u
′) and Loa(u), respectively. As shown
in Figure 1.10, this results in the extrinsic LLR frames Lie(u
′) and Loe(u), respectively.
Following interleaving pi or de-interleaving pi−1 as appropriate, the a priori LLR frames
Lia(u
′) and Loa(u) generated for the next decoding iteration are obtained.
Note that at the start of the iterative decoding process, the outer APP SISO VLEC
decoder of Figure 1.10 has not yet been invoked and hence the a priori LLR frame
Lia(u
′) is not available. In this case, an a priori LLR frame Lia(u
′) comprising zero-
valued LLRs is forwarded to the inner APP SISO CC decoder, indicating total uncer-
tainty in the logical values of the pertained bits.
Like the turbo decoding process of Section 1.3.3.1, the iterative decoding process
will be unable to glean any further improvements after a particular number of iter-
ations. In Section 1.3.4, we shall discuss methods designed for characterising this
iterative decoding convergence. Once iterative decoding has been completed, the most
recently obtained a priori LLR frame Loa(u) is provided to the MAP VLEC sequence
estimator, as shown in Figure 1.10. As described in Section 1.3.2.3, this generates the
reconstructed bit frame u˜, which may be VLEC decoded to obtain the reconstructed
source symbol frame s˜, as shown in Figure 1.10.
Note that the interleaver pi has two roles in the serial concatenated scheme of
Figure 1.10 [90], namely
• to scramble the positions of any strong LLRs that appear in groups within the
extrinsic LLR frames Lie(u
′) and Loe(u), hence allowing them to improve the
confidence of decoding the entire a priori LLR frames Lia(u
′) and Loa(u), and
• to mitigate the dependencies between neighbouring LLRs in the a priori frames
Lia(u
′) and Loa(u), contributing towards maintaining the BCJR algorithm’s asso-
ciated assumption of exploiting independent a priori information, as described
in Section 1.3.2.2.
As in parallel concatenated schemes, the interleaver’s ability to perform these functions
is commensurate with its length. However, long interleavers are associated with long
decoding latencies, since the reconstructed source symbol frame s˜ of Figure 1.10 cannot
be obtained until the entire a posteriori LLR frame La(v) has been received.
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In addition to the joint source and channel coding application [53–55, 101–104]
outlined above, many other serially concatenated schemes have been considered in the
literature. Powerful channel codes can be realised by the serial concatenatation and
iterative decoding of simple channel codes. For example, an outer block code [95] may
be concatenated with an inner CC [8], as demonstrated in [99]. Furthermore, the serial
concatenation and iterative decoding of repeat and accumulate codes was demonstrated
in [105]. An LDPC decoder [12–14] may be considered to be a serial concatenation of
an inner decoder that considers the variable nodes of the bipartite graph [15] and an
outer decoder that considers the check nodes.
The inner decoder in a serially concatenated scheme can also fulfil roles other than
channel coding. In [106], an inner equaliser was employed to correct the InterSymbol
Interference (ISI) imposed by a dispersive channel. The employment of a demodulator
as an inner decoder was demonstrated in an iteratively decoded version [107,108] of Bit-
Interleaved Coded Modulation (BICM) [109], as well as for serial concatenation with
an outer source codec in [110]. Similarly, TCM provided the inner code in [111, 112].
Other examples of inner-code applications include Multi-User Detection (MUD) [113]
and Multiple-In Multiple-Out (MIMO) channel detection [114].
Note that it is possible to serially concatenate more than two codes. This was
demonstated in [115], where a half-rate CC, a unity-rate CC (or Unity Rate Code
(URC) [112]) and an ISI equaliser were serially concatenated. In this case, each code
performed a different role and indeed, the employment of a three-stage concatenation
was necessitated. However, in scenarios where all roles can be accomplished using a
two-stage concatenation, there is no benefit in including additional codes and creating
a serial concatenation of three or more codes, as noted in [116].
1.3.4 Iterative decoding convergence
As described in Section 1.3.3, turbo codes [11], as well as schemes employing the
more general ‘turbo principle’ [82,83], operate on the basis of an iterative exchange of
increasingly reliable soft information between a number of decoders, which continues
until convergence is achieved. We now consider methods of quantifying the reliability
of this soft information and characterising how it evolves, as the iterative decoding
process converges.
1.3.4.1 Mutual information
Early methods devised for quantifying the reliability of soft information simply em-
ployed the SNRs [117, 118] and SOft BITs (SOBITs) [119]. However, more recently,
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the mutual information between the soft information and the corresponding logical
values of the bits [120] has become the favoured option.
As described in [120], the mutual information between an LLR frame L(u) and the
corresponding frame u of logical values depends on the distribution of the LLR values.
More specifically, if the distribution of the LLR values that correspond to zero-valued
bits is equal to that of the LLR values pertaining to unity-valued bits, then the mutual
information will be zero. In this case, the LLR values are totally unreliable and the
selection of a bit’s logical value based upon the sign of the corresponding LLR will only
give the correct answer 50% of the time. Note that a zero-valued mutual information
will also be obtained when all LLRs have a zero value, indicating equal confidences in
both the logical bit values of zero and one.
As the reliability of the LLRs increases, the two LLR distributions will move apart
and will only partially overlap, giving a mutual information that is greater than zero.
Here, the selection of a bit value based upon the sign of the corresponding LLR will give
the correct answer more often then not. When the distributions become completely
separated, the resultant mutual information will be equal to the bit entropy, which is
unity in the typical case where zero- and unity-value bits occur with equal probability.
In this case, the correct bit values will always be obtained, when the decision is based
upon the sign of the corresponding LLRs.
This is illustrated for an a priori LLR frame La(u) in Figure 1.11. Here, the LLRs
can be seen to have Gaussian distributions, although other distributions may be en-
countered in practice, depending on the transmission channel employed. In Figure 1.11,
the distribution of a priori LLRs La(ui) corresponding to zero-valued bits ui can be
seen to move away from the distribution of LLRs pertaining to logical one-valued bits as
the mutual information Ia between the LLR frame La(u) and the bit frame u increases.
In practice, the a priori distributions may be approximated using histograms of
the recorded LLR values, which must be categorised according to the logical bit val-
ues. Alternatively, the averaging method of [121] is capable of calculating the mutual
information of an LLR frame L(u) without considering the corresponding bit frame u,
provided that L(u) is generated by an optimal APP decoder.
1.3.4.2 EXIT function
A particular SISO decoder’s operation in an iterative decoding arrangement may be
characterised by its EXtrinsic Information Transfer (EXIT) function Ie(Ia) [120], as
exemplified in Figure 1.12. A specific point in a SISO decoder’s EXIT function quan-
tifies the mutual information Ie ∈ [0, 1] between the logical bit values and the extrinsic
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Figure 1.11: Gaussian distributed LLRs La(ui) corresponding to zero- and unity-valued
bits ui for various mutual informations Ia.
LLR frame Le(u) that is output by the SISO decoder when it is provided with an a
priori LLR frame La(u) having a particular mutual information Ia ∈ [0, 1]. This may
be investigated by considering the logical bit values in the frame u and generating
a corresponding synthetic frame of uncorrelated Gaussian distributed a priori LLRs
La(u), having a particular mutual information Ia ∈ [0, 1] [120], as illustrated in Fig-
ure 1.11. This synthetic LLR frame La(u) may then be input to the SISO decoder and
the mutual information Ie ∈ [0, 1] of the resultant extrinsic LLR frame can be recorded.
By repeating this process for a number of a priori mutual information values in the
range of Ia ∈ [0, 1], the SISO decoder’s EXIT function can be plotted. To illustrate
this, Figure 1.12 provides EXIT functions for each of the codebooks Huff , RVLC
and VLEC provided in Table 1.1, when employed as the basis of the APP SISO VLC
decoder of Section 1.3.2.2.
Observe in Figure 1.12, that the VLEC codebook VLEC generates the most reliable
extrinsic information, having the highest mutual information Ie, at all values of a priori
mutual information Ia. This may be attributed to the VLEC codebook’s high level of
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Figure 1.12: EXIT functions characterising the APP SISO VLC decoder of Sec-
tion 1.3.2.2 when each of the codebooks Huff , RVLC and VLEC provided in Table 1.1
is employed.
redundancy and low coding rate of R(VLEC) = 0.5, which equips it with the highest
error correction capability, as described in Section 1.2.6.4. By contrast, the Huffman
codebook Huff introduces very little redundancy and has a near-unity coding rate of
R(Huff) = 0.96, which renders it unable to glean much extrinsic information, as shown
in Figure 1.12.
Also note that the EXIT functions corresponding to the codebooks VLEC and
RVLC reach the (1, 1) point in the top-right hand corner of Figure 1.12. Hence, when
provided with an a priori LLR frame La(u) having a perfect unity mutual information
Ia = 1, these codebooks can generate unity extrinsic mutual information Ie = 1. This
indicates that the associated extrinsic LLR frame Le(u) represents the bit values of
the frame u with absolute certainty and without error, as described in Section 1.3.4.1.
By contrast, an APP SISO decoder employing the Huffman codebook Huff is never
able to generate absolutely certain extrinsic information, even when it is provided with
absolutely certain perfect a priori information, as shown in Figure 1.12. We shall detail
the reason for this discrepancy, as well as its effect on the iterative decoding process
in Section 1.3.4.3.
Recall that, in addition to the a priori LLR frame Lia(u
′), the inner APP SISO CC
decoder of Figure 1.10 generates the extrinsic LLR frame Lie(u
′) with consideration
of a second a priori LLR frame Lia(v), which pertains to the CC-encoded bit frame
v. Note that this is also the case for the upper and lower APP SISO CC decoders in
the turbo decoder of Figure 1.9. For this reason, the EXIT function Ie(Ia) of these
APP SISO CC decoders is parameterised by the reliability of the a priori LLR frame
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Lia(v) or, in the case where this is provided by a demodulator, by the channel SNR.
This is illustrated in Figure 1.13, which depicts the EXIT functions of a unity-rate
CC (or URC [112]) that is employed to protect transmissions over a BPSK-modulated
uncorrelated narrowband Rayleigh fading channel, having a range of SNRs [84]. Rather
than protecting the transmissions by introducing redundancy, the URC scheme has an
Infinite Impulse Response (IIR) and hence may be viewed as a scrambler, offering
iterative decoding performance improvements in a manner similar to interleavers.
SNR = −0.3 dB
SNR = +0.2 dB
SNR = +0.7 dB
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Figure 1.13: EXIT functions characterising an APP SISO URC decoder that is em-
ployed to protect transmissions over a BPSK-modulated uncorrelated narrowband
Rayleigh fading channel, having a range of SNRs.
Note that while the VLC EXIT functions start from the (0, 0) point of Figure 1.12,
the URC’s EXIT functions can be seen to start from a point on the Ie axis at Ia = 0
of the plot provided in Figure 1.13. This is because, unlike the APP SISO VLEC
decoder, the APP SISO URC decoder is capable of gleaning extrinsic information even
in the absence of any a priori information. The source of this information is the a
priori LLR frame Lia(v), which is provided by the demodulator. As may be expected,
the reliability of this a priori information increases with the channel SNR, allowing
the URC decoder’s EXIT function to emerge from an even higher point on the Ie
axis at Ia = 0, as shown in Figure 1.13. Also observe that, similarly to the EXIT
functions of Figure 1.12 that correspond to the codebooks VLEC and RVLC, the
URC decoder’s EXIT function reaches the (1, 1) point in the top-right hand corner of
Figure 1.13. Hence, when it is provided with absolutely certain a priori information
having a unity mutual information Ia = 1, the APP SISO URC decoder can generate
absolutely certain extrinsic information having a unity mutual information Ie = 1.
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1.3.4.3 EXIT chart
As described in Section 1.3.3, turbo codes [11], as well as other concatenated schemes
employing the more general ‘turbo principle’ [82, 83], operate on the basis of an itera-
tive exchange of increasingly reliable soft information between a number of decoders,
which continues until convergence is achieved. An EXIT chart [120] may be employed
to predict the convergence behaviour of the iteratively decoded scheme that would be
obtained by concatenating two particular APP SISO decoders. This is formed by over-
laying the EXIT functions of the two concatenated decoders. However, it is necessary
to invert one of the EXIT functions, swapping its Ia and Ie axes. This is because,
after interleaving or de-interleaving as appropriate, the extrinsic information gener-
ated by each APP SISO decoder becomes the a priori information provided for the
other concatenated decoder, as shown in Figure 1.9 for a parallel concatenated and in
Figure 1.10 for a serial concatenated scheme, respectively.
In the case of a serial concatenation, it is customary to invert the outer EXIT
function before overlaying it with the inner EXIT function. Hence, the EXIT chart’s x
axis represents the inner a priori mutual information I ia and the outer extrinsic mutual
information Ioe . Meanwhile, the inner extrinsic mutual information I
i
e and the outer a
priori mutual information Ioa are represented by the y axis of the EXIT chart. This
is exemplified by the EXIT charts of Figure 1.14, in which the URC decoder’s EXIT
functions of Figure 1.13 are overlaid by the inverted EXIT function corresponding to
the VLEC codebook VLEC from Figure 1.12.
Therefore, the EXIT charts of Figure 1.14 may be employed to predict the iter-
ative decoding convergence behaviour of the serially concatenated scheme shown in
Figure 1.10. As described in Section 1.3.3.2, at the commencement of the iterative
decoding process, the outer APP SISO VLEC decoder has not yet been invoked and
hence the a priori LLR frame Lia(u
′) is unavailable. In this case, an a priori LLR
frame Lia(u
′) comprising zero-valued LLRs and having a zero-valued mutual informa-
tion I ia = 0 is provided for the inner APP SISO URC decoder. In response, the inner
APP SISO URC decoder generates an extrinsic LLR frame Lie(u
′) having a mutual
information of I ie = 0.37, in the case depicted in Figure 1.14a, where the Rayleigh
fading channel’s SNR is +0.7 dB. As shown in Figure 1.10, this extrinsic LLR frame
is de-interleaved and forwarded to the APP SISO VLEC decoder as the a priori LLR
frame Loa(u), which will also have a mutual information of I
o
a = 0.37. Under the as-
sumption that the EXIT chart of Figure 1.14a accurately models the iterative decoding
process, the APP SISO VLEC decoder will generate an extrinsic LLR frame Loe(u)
having a mutual information of Ioe = 0.23, since the inverted VLEC EXIT function
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Figure 1.14: EXIT charts and iterative decoding trajectories for the serial concatena-
tion of a URC with the VLEC code VLEC of Table 1.1, as depicted in Figure 1.10.
Here, the URC is employed to protect transmissions over a BPSK-modulated Rayleigh
fading channel having various SNRs. The iterative decoding trajectories of (a), (c) and
(e) correspond to an I ≈ 100 000-bit interleaver, while an I ≈ 10 000-bit interleaver
was employed in (b), (d) and (f).
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passes through the (0.23, 0.37) point of the EXIT chart shown in Figure 1.14a. We
can therefore represent this operation of the outer APP SISO VLEC decoder using a
horizontal line between the (0, 0.37) and the (0.23, 0.37) points of the EXIT chart, as
shown in Figure 1.14a. Next, the extrinsic LLR frame Loe(u) is interleaved to obtain
the a priori LLR frame Lia(u
′) having a mutual information of I ia = 0.23, which is
provided to the inner APP SISO URC decoder. In response, this will generate an
extrinsic LLR frame Lie(u
′) having a mutual information of I ie = 0.44, provided that the
EXIT chart of Figure 1.14a accurately models the iterative decoding process. We can
therefore represent this operation of the inner APP SISO URC decoder using a vertical
line between the (0.23, 0.37) and the (0.23, 0.44) points of the EXIT chart, as shown
in Figure 1.14a. Continuing in this fashion, we can complete the iterative decoding
trajectory shown in Figure 1.14a.
As alluded to above, an EXIT chart will only accurately model the iterative decod-
ing process, if the step-wise decoding trajectory that is drawn in the manner described
above matches that which may be obtained by concatenating the codes, performing
iterative decoding and plotting the measured mutual information values. In practice,
these trajectories will not match if the BCJR algorithm’s assumption of having in-
dependent a priori LLRs is invalid, as described in Section 1.3.2.2. This is because
independent a priori LLRs are synthetically generated when drawing the individual
EXIT functions of the APP SISO decoders, as described in Section 1.3.4.2. However,
when these decoders are concatenated, the a priori LLRs of one of the APP SISO de-
coders are provided by the extrinsic LLRs generated by the other, which are typically
not entirely independent. As described in Sections 1.3.3.1 and 1.3.3.2, the concatenated
decoders are separated by an interleaver, which attempts to mitigate these dependen-
cies. However, the interleaver’s ability to perform this role is commensurate with its
length. In the case where a short interleaver is employed, the a priori LLRs’ resid-
ual dependencies will invalidate the assumptions of the BCJR algorithm, degrading
the performance of the APP SISO decoders and resulting in a mismatch between the
staircase-shaped iterative decoding trajectory and the EXIT functions [122]. This is ex-
emplified by the iterative decoding trajectories of Figures 1.14b, 1.14d and 1.14f, which
were obtained using a relatively short interleaver of I ≈ 10 000 bits. By contrast, the
iterative decoding trajectories obtained using a longer interleaver of I ≈ 100 000 bits
can be seen to match the EXIT functions seen in Figures 1.14a, 1.14c and 1.14e quite
accurately.
Various methods have been proposed for designing interleavers [90] for employment
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during the iterative decoding of concatenated codes. General pseudo-random inter-
leavers [90], such as those employed to obtain the iterative decoding trajectories of
Figure 1.14, rearrange the bits of the frame u with no particular regard for how far
neighbouring bits are separated. These have the advantage of requiring only the stor-
age of the pseudo-random number generator’s seed, while the interleaver is not in use.
This seed may then be employed to independently construct the interleaver within the
transmitter and receiver when required. By contrast, the S-random interleaver [123] is
specifically designed to ensure that any pair of bits that are located within a distance of
S bits from each other before interleaving, are positioned at a distance of at least S bits
from each other after interleaving. This approach is capable of more efficiently miti-
gating the dependencies within the resultant a priori LLRs than the less-sophisticated
pseudo-random interleavers [123] and hence S-random interleavers are capable of re-
ducing the performance penalty that is associated with employing short interleavers.
However, the interleaver patterns must be stored while the interleaver is not in use, re-
quiring more memory than a general pseudo-random design. Other interleaver designs
include various code-matched interleavers [124, 125], which are designed for use with
specific concatenated codes, attempting to minimise the correlation of the resultant a
priori LLRs.
Note that the mutual information of the exchanged soft information will increase,
as the iterative decoding trajectory advances. In the serial concatenated scheme of
Figure 1.10, the a priori LLR frame Loa(u) is provided for the MAP VLEC sequence
estimator. Clearly the BER of the resultant reconstructed bit frame u˜ and hence the
SER of the reconstructed symbol frame s˜ depends on the reliability of this LLR frame.
Hence, the SER will reduce as iterative decoding proceeds and the iterative decoding
trajectory advances.
Observe in the EXIT charts of Figure 1.14 that the step-wise iterative decoding
trajectories continue advancing until the EXIT functions intersect. In the EXIT charts
shown in Figures 1.14a – 1.14c, the EXIT functions do not intersect before reaching the
(1, 1) point, creating an open EXIT chart tunnel [126]. In these cases, the iterative de-
coding trajectory asymptotically approaches the (1, 1) point of the EXIT chart, where
absolutely certain soft information can be obtained. Hence, in these cases, iterative
decoding convergence to an infinitesimally low SER may be obtained. However, owing
to the reduced channel SNR of −0.3 dB, the URC decoder’s EXIT function of Fig-
ures 1.14e and 1.14f is low enough to intersect with the inverted VLEC EXIT function
at the (0.27, 0.40) point. In this case, the iterative decoding trajectory cannot approach
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the (1, 1) point of the EXIT chart and hence a relatively high SER that is commensu-
rate with the achieved mutual information will result. Note that while an open EXIT
chart tunnel is created in Figure 1.14d, the iterative decoding trajectory does not ap-
proach the (1, 1) point of the EXIT chart owing to the relatively short I ≈ 10 000-bit
interleaver employed. In this case, a relatively high SER that is commensurate with the
achieved mutual information will result, as in the case where the EXIT chart tunnel is
closed. Figure 1.15 provides a plot showing how the BPSK-modulated Rayleigh fading
channel SNR affects the SER that may be obtained following the iterative decoding
convergence of a URC decoder and the VLEC code VLEC of Table 1.1, as depicted
in Figure 1.10.
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Figure 1.15: Plot showing how the BPSK-modulated Rayleigh fading channel SNR
affects the SER that may be obtained following the iterative decoding convergence of
a URC and the VLEC code VLEC of Table 1.1, as depicted in Figure 1.10. Results
are provided for interleaver lengths of both I ≈ 100 000 bits and I ≈ 10 000 bits.
Observe in Figure 1.15 that when a relatively long interleaver length of I ≈ 100 000
bits is employed, the SER rapidly reduces as the channel SNR increases towards
+0.2 dB. This so-called ‘waterfall’ or ‘turbo-cliff’ region may be explained by the
opening of the EXIT chart tunnel at this threshold channel SNR and the resultant
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convergence of the iterative decoding trajectory towards the (1, 1) point of the cor-
responding EXIT chart of Figure 1.14c. By contrast, a low SER below 10−4 is only
achieved for channel SNRs in excess of +0.7 dB, when the shorter I ≈ 10 000-bit
interleaver is employed, as shown in Figure 1.15. This may be explained by the effec-
tive narrowing of the EXIT chart tunnel that is caused by the residual dependencies
amongst the a priori LLRs, as described above. As a result, the open EXIT chart
tunnel is insufficiently wide for the iterative decoding trajectory to convergence to the
(1, 1) point of the EXIT chart until the channel SNR is increased to +0.7 dB, as shown
in Figure 1.14b.
Note that if either the inner or the outer EXIT function does not reach the (1, 1)
point of the EXIT chart, as the EXIT function corresponding to the Huff codebook of
Figure 1.12 did, then it will always intersect the other EXIT function before reaching
the (1, 1) point, regardless of the channel SNR. Hence, the iterative decoding trajectory
will never convergence to the (1, 1) point of the EXIT chart, where an infinitesimally
low SER may be achieved. Instead, an error floor will result, providing a lower bound
to the SER that may be achieved at a particular channel SNR. Therefore, iterative
decoding convergence without an error floor is only supported if both the inner and
the outer EXIT functions reach the (1, 1) point of the EXIT chart.
An inner CC will support iterative decoding convergence to an infinitesimally low
probability of error if it is recursive [127, 128], employing feedback in its shift register
representation [8]. Similarly, a necessary and sufficient condition for an outer VLEC
VLEC to support iterative decoding convergence to an infinitesimally low probability
of error is that it has a free distance – as defined in Section 1.2.6.4 – of dfree(VLEC) ≥ 2
[129]. By extension, a free distance lower bound of d¯free(VLEC) ≥ 2 is a sufficient
condition for an outer VLEC VLEC to support iterative decoding convergence to
an infinitesimally low probability of error, as described in Section 1.2.6.4. Note that
unlike the Huffman codebook Huff of Table 1.1, the codebooks RVLC and VLEC
have free distance lower bounds of at least two, as shown in Table 1.3. For this reason,
their EXIT functions reach the (1, 1) point in the top-right hand corner of Figure 1.12,
unlike the EXIT function corresponding to the Huffman codebook Huff . This property
has motivated the design of RVLC codebooks RVLC that have a minimum block
distance – as defined in Section 1.2.6.4 – of dbmin(RVLC) = 2 [66], giving a free
distance lower bound of d¯free(RVLC) ≥ 2, as described in Section 1.2.6.4. The related
distance property has also motivated the design of Even Weight Variable Length Codes
(EWVLCs) [130], which also guarantee a free distance lower bound of at least two.
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A number of EXIT chart variations have been proposed in the literature. These
include three-dimensional EXIT charts [116] developed for characterising the iterative
decoding convergence properties of three-stage serial concatenations. Additionally,
non-binary EXIT charts [131] may be employed to characterise concatenated schemes,
where the iteratively exchanged soft information pertains to symbol values rather than
bit values.
1.3.4.4 Area properties of EXIT charts
Let us now discuss the relevance of the EXIT chart area Ainner beneath the inner EXIT
function and Aouter beneath the inverted outer EXIT function. Various proofs relating
to these areas were provided in [126, 132] for the case when the a priori LLRs in the
frames Loa(u) and L
i
a(u
′) are provided for the respective APP SISO decoder over a
Binary Erasure Channel (BEC), having either zero magnitudes or infinite magnitudes
(and the correct sign). However, it has been shown that the shapes of the EXIT
functions does not significantly depend on the particular channel considered [133] and
hence the results discussed in this section hold approximately for more general channels.
In [126,132], the area Aouter beneath the inverted EXIT function of an optimal outer
APP SISO decoder having a coding rate of Router was shown to be given by
Aouter = Router. (1.21)
In the case where this outer code is serially concatenated with a Rinner-rate inner
code that is employed for protecting Mmod-ary modulated transmissions, the effective
throughput η in bits of source information per channel symbol is given by
η = Router ·Rinner · log2(Mmod) = Aouter ·Rinner · log2(Mmod). (1.22)
As described in Section 1.3.4.3, maintaining an open EXIT chart tunnel is a nec-
essary condition for achieving iterative decoding convergence to an infinitesimally low
probability of error. Since an open EXIT chart tunnel can only be created if the EXIT
chart area beneath the inverted outer EXIT function Aouter is less than that beneath
the inner code’s EXIT function Ainner, we have Aouter < Ainner and hence maintaining
η < Ainner ·Rinner · log2(Mmod) (1.23)
constitutes a necessary condition for iterative decoding convergence to an infinitesi-
mally low probability of error to be supported.
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In the case where we have Rinner = 1 and an optimal inner APP SISO decoder is
employed, [126,132] showed that
Ainner ·Rinner · log2(Mmod) = C, (1.24)
where C is the Discrete-input Continuous-output Modulated Channel’s (DCMC) ca-
pacity [134] expressed in bits of source information per channel symbol. Hence, in the
case where Rinner = 1 and an optimal inner APP SISO decoder is employed,
η < C (1.25)
constitutes a necessary condition for iterative decoding convergence to an infinitesi-
mally low probability of error to be supported. Note that this is as Shannon stated in
his seminal publication of 1948 [1].
However, in the case where we have Rinner < 1 or a sub-optimal inner APP SISO
decoder is employed, [126,132] showed that
Ainner ·Rinner · log2(Mmod) = C¯ ≤ C, (1.26)
where C¯ is the attainable DCMC capacity. More explicitly, in this case, some capacity
loss occurs, since the necessary condition for iterative decoding convergence to an
infinitesimally low probability of error to be supported becomes
η < C¯. (1.27)
Note that the property of having an area beneath the inverted EXIT function of
a VLEC codebook VLEC that is equal to its coding rate R(VLEC) complements
the property that the EXIT function will reach the (1, 1) point of the EXIT chart,
provided that the VLEC free distance is dfree(VLEC) ≥ 2 [129]. Furthermore, we
will show in Section 4.2 that the RV-FDM of Chapter 4 dictates how many points of
inflection appear within the inverted VLEC EXIT function. By manipulating these
properties, the GA of Chapter 4 will be shown to facilitate the design of specific VLEC
codebooks having arbitrary EXIT function shapes. This is in contrast to the methods
proposed for designing VLEC codebooks in [67,69,81], which maximise the coding rate
of VLEC codebooks having particular specified distance properties and hence cannot
design arbitrary EXIT function shapes.
Note that the EXIT chart area within an open EXIT chart tunnel Ainner − Aouter
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is proportional to the discrepancy between the effective throughput and the (attain-
able) DCMC capacity. Hence, we may conclude that near-capacity transmissions are
facilitated, when a narrow, marginally open EXIT chart tunnel can be created for fa-
cilitating convergence to an infinitesimally low probability of error. This motivates the
employment of irregular coding for EXIT chart matching, as will be discussed in the
following section.
1.4 Irregular coding
Irregular coding has been proposed for the reliable transmission of information at
channel SNRs that are close to the channel’s capacity bound [134] without imposing an
excessive decoding complexity and latency. The concept was originally introduced [16]
in the context of LDPC codes in [13, 14]. These may be represented using bipartite
graphs [15], comprising a number of check nodes and a number of variable nodes. In
the bipartite graph [15] of an irregular LDPC code, the check nodes are connected to
various numbers of variable nodes and vice versa [135]. This is in contrast to regular
LDPC codes, where all check nodes are connected to the same number of variable nodes
and vice versa. Hence, a higher degree of freedom is facilitated during the design of
irregular LDPC codes and this supports operation at channel SNRs that are closer to
the channel’s capacity bound [135]. Indeed, irregular LDPC operation within 0.13 dB
of the channel’s SNR capacity bound was demonstrated in [135]. Recently, a number
of methods have been proposed for the design of irregular LDPC codes [136–143].
Following the intoduction of irregular LDPC codes, irregular coding was also applied
in the context of turbo codes in [17]. As described in Section 1.3.3.1, these employ a
parallel concatenation of two iteratively decoded CCs, which consider the original order
of the source bits and an interleaved version, respectively. Whilst each source bit is
encoded just once by each of the two parallel concatenated CCs in a regular turbo code,
some source bits are encoded more than once by the CCs in the irregular scheme of [17].
As a result, it was possible to achieve a coding gain of 0.23 dB and operation within
0.25 dB of the channel’s Eb/N0 capacity bound by employing Monte Carlo simulations
in order to find the required number of times that each source bit is encoded.
The serial concatenation [99] and iterative decoding [100] of an irregular outer code
with a regular inner code was proposed by Tu¨chler and Hagenauer in [18]. Here, the
irregular outer code is comprised of N number of component codes, having a variety
of inverted EXIT function shapes {Io,na (Ioe )}Nn=1. These component codes are invoked
for generating specific fractions {αn}Nn=1 of the encoded bit sequence, which may be
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specifically chosen in order to shape the irregular EXIT function Ioa(I
o
e ) according to
Ioa(I
o
e ) =
N∑
n=1
αnIo,na (I
o
e ), (1.28)
where we have to obey
N∑
n=1
αn = 1. (1.29)
Irregular Convolutional Codes (IrCC) were proposed in [144] and further charac-
terised in [115, 145–149]. These typically employ a single mother CC to derive a suite
of component CCs {CCn}Nn=1, which have a variety of coding rates {R(CCn)}Nn=1 that
are obtained by using various generator polynomials in addition to the mother CC
and/or by using puncturing [144]. In this case, the overall IrCC coding rate RIrCC may
be obtained according to
RIrCC =
N∑
n=1
αn ·R(CCn). (1.30)
An EXIT chart matching algorithm was proposed in [18], which may be employed
to select the fractions {αn}Nn=1 in order to shape the inverted EXIT function of the
irregular outer code so that it matches the EXIT function of the serially concatenated
regular inner code. This algorithm employs the method of steepest descent in order
to seek the specific set of fractions {αn}Nn=1 that minimises the squared error between
the inverted EXIT function of the irregular outer code and the EXIT function of the
regular inner code, without allowing them to intersect. Note however that the selection
of the specific fractions {αn}Nn=1 is subject to the constraints of (1.29) and (1.30). In
this way, a narrow but nonetheless open EXIT chart tunnel may be created at near-
capacity channel SNRs, supporting iterative decoding convergence to an infinitesimally
low probability of error, as described in Section 1.3.4.4.
This is illustrated in the EXIT chart of Figure 1.16, in which an inverted IrCC
EXIT function has been provided to match the EXIT function of a URC decoder that
is employed to protect transmissions over a BPSK-modulated Rayleigh fading channel,
having an SNR of +0.2 dB. According to (1.28), the inverted IrCC EXIT function
is formed as the weighted average of the inverted EXIT functions that are provided
in Figure 1.16 for the N = 17 component CCs {CCn}17n=1 of [144]. Figure 1.16 also
provides the coding rates {R(CCn)}17n=1 and weights {αn}17n=1 of the component CCs
{CCn}17n=1, which may be combined using (1.30) to obtain the IrCC coding rate of
RIrCC = 0.56.
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URC SNR = +0.2 dB
IrCC RIrCC = 0.56
CC17 (0.10, 0.000)
CC16 (0.15, 0.000)
CC15 (0.20, 0.000)
CC14 (0.25, 0.000)
CC13 (0.30, 0.000)
CC12 (0.35, 0.000)
CC11 (0.40, 0.170)
CC10 (0.45, 0.227)
CC9 (0.50, 0.187)
CC8 (0.55, 0.105)
CC7 (0.60, 0.044)
CC6 (0.65, 0.018)
CC5 (0.70, 0.019)
CC4 (0.75, 0.033)
CC3 (0.80, 0.061)
CC2 (0.85, 0.135)
CC1 (0.90, 0.000)
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Figure 1.16: Inverted CC EXIT functions. The inverted EXIT function is provided
for the corresponding IrCC arrangement, together with the URC EXIT function cor-
responding to a BPSK-modulated Rayleigh fading channel SNR of +0.2 dB. Inverted
CC EXIT functions are labelled using the format CCn (R(CCn), αn).
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Note that, the ability of EXIT chart matching to create narrow but still open
EXIT chart tunnels depends on the availability of a suite of component codes having a
wide variety of EXIT function shapes. However, in general it is challenging to design
component codes having arbitrary EXIT function shapes, motivating the irregular code
design process depicted in Figure 1.17. This advocates the design of diverse candidate
component codes, the characterisation of their EXIT functions and the selection of a
specific suite having a wide variety of EXIT function shapes, potentially involving a
significant amount of ‘trial-and-error’ based human interaction. Following this, EXIT
chart matching may be achieved by selecting the component fractions {αn}Nn=1, as
described above.
Design
component
fractionscodes
component
candidate
Design Characterise
candidate
component
codes
component
codes
Select
Figure 1.17: Conventional irregular coding design process.
In Chapter 3 of this thesis we shall demonstrate the novel application of IrVLCs
to EXIT chart matching, facilitating near-capacity joint source and channel coding.
Furthermore, the novel GA of Chapter 4 will be shown to be attractive in the context
of EXIT chart matching, since it facilitates the design of component VLEC codebooks
having arbitrary EXIT function shapes, unlike the methods of [67, 69, 81]. Hence,
the ‘trial-and-error’ based human interaction in the irregular coding design process
of Figure 1.17 is eliminated, when the proposed GA of Chapter 4 is employed to
design component VLEC codebooks. In Chapter 5, we propose a novel modification
of the EXIT chart matching algorithm of [18] that additionally seeks a reduced APP
SISO decoding complexity by considering the complexities associated with each of the
component codes. Furthermore, another novel modification of Chapter 5 facilitates the
EXIT chart matching of irregular codes that employ a suite of component codes having
the same coding rate. This is achieved by removing the EXIT chart matching constraint
of (1.30), facilitating the design of a novel Irregular Unity Rate Code (IrURC). Finally,
Chapter 5 demonstrates the joint EXIT chart matching of two serially concatenated
irregular codecs, namely an outer IrVLC and an inner IrURC. This is achieved by
iteratively matching the outer decoder’s inverted EXIT function to the inner decoder’s
EXIT function and vice versa. By employing an irregular inner code, in addition to an
irregular outer code, we can afford a higher degree of design freedom than the proposals
of [18], which employ a regular inner code. Hence, the described approach facilitates
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‘very-near-capacity’ operation, which is comparable to that of IrLDPCs and irregular
turbo codes.
1.5 Structure and novel contributions of the thesis
In this section we provide an overview of the remainder of this thesis and summarise
its novel contributions with reference to their original publications.
In Chapter 2 we demonstrate the application of IrVLCs for the joint source and
channel coding of video information, as described in Section 1.1.2. The proposed
scheme employs the serial concatenation and iterative decoding of a video codec with
a channel codec, in the manner detailed in Section 1.3.3.2. Our novel video codec rep-
resents the video information using Variable Dimension Vector Quantisation (VDVQ)
tiles, which are similar to the VQ tiles described in Section 1.2.1, but having various
dimensions. The VDVQ tiles employed are represented using the corresponding RVLC
codewords selected from the VDVQ/RVLC codebook, as described in Section 1.2.5.
However, the legitimate use of the VDVQ tiles and their corresponding RVLC code-
words is limited by a number of code constraints, which ensure that the VDVQ tiles
employed perfectly tessellate, among other desirable design objectives. As a result,
different sub-sets of the RVLC codewords are available at different points during the
encoding of the video information and the proposed approach adopts an IrVLC phi-
losophy.
In the video codec of Chapter 2, the VDVQ/RVLC-induced code constraints are
uniquely and unambiguously described by a novel VDVQ/RVLC trellis structure, which
resembles the symbol-based VLEC trellis [50, 74] described in Section 1.2.6.3. Hence,
the employment of the VDVQ/RVLC trellis structure allows the consideration of all
legitimate transmission frame permutations. This fact is exploited in the video encoder
in order to perform novel MMSE VDVQ/RVLC encoding, using a variant of the Viterbi
algorithm [72] described in Section 1.2.6.2.
Additionally, the employment of the VDVQ/RVLC trellis structure during video
decoding guarantees the recovery of legitimate – although not necessarily error-free –
video information. As a result, the video decoder never has to discard video infor-
mation. This is unlike in conventional video decoders, where a single transmission
error may render an entire transmission frame invalid. Furthermore, the novel modi-
fication of the BCJR algorithm [10] of Section 1.3.2.2 is employed during APP SISO
VDVQ/RVLC decoding in order to facilitate the iterative exchange of soft informa-
tion with the serially concatenated channel decoder and in order to perform the soft
MMSE reconstruction of the video sequence. Finally, since the VDVQ/RVLC trellis
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structure describes the complete set of VDVQ/RVLC-induced code constraints, all of
the associated redundancy is beneficially exploited with the aid of the modified BCJR
algorithm.
Owing to its aforementioned benefits and its employment of a joint source and
channel coding philosophy, the video transmission scheme of Chapter 2 is shown to
outperform the corresponding benchmarkers employing a separate source and channel
coding philosophy. Our findings were originally published in [150,151].
In Chapter 3, we investigate the application of IrVLCs to UEP, as described in
Section 1.1.3. Here, a number of component VLC codebooks having different error
correction capabilities are employed to encode various fractions of the source symbol
frame. In the case where the various fractions of the source symbol frame have different
error sensitivities, this approach may be expected to yield a higher reconstruction
quality than equal protection, as noted in [58–60], for example.
Chapter 3 also investigates the application of IrVLCs to near-capacity operation,
as described in Section 1.1.1. Here, a number of component VLC codebooks having
different inverted EXIT functions are employed to encode various fractions of the source
symbol frame. We show that the inverted IrVLC EXIT function may be obtained
as a weighted average of the inverted component VLC EXIT functions, as described
in Section 1.4. Additionally, the EXIT chart matching algorithm [18] described in
Section 1.4 is employed to shape the inverted IrVLC EXIT function to match the
EXIT function of a serially concatenated inner channel code and to create a narrow
but still open EXIT chart tunnel. In this way, iterative decoding convergence to an
infinitesimally low probability of error is facilitated at near capacity SNRs, as described
in Section 1.3.4.4.
Furthermore, in Chapter 3, the UEP and near-capacity operation of the described
scheme is assessed using novel plots that characterise the computational complexity of
iterative decoding. More specifically, the average number of ACS operations required to
reconstruct each source symbol with a high quality is plotted against the channel SNR.
These plots are employed to compare the novel IrVLC-based scheme with a suitably
designed IrCC and regular VLC based benchmarkers, quantifying the advantages of
the IrVLCs Furthermore, these plots demonstrate that the complexity associated with
the bit-based VLEC trellis of Section 1.2.6.1 is significantly lower than that of the
symbol-based trellis described in Section 1.2.6.3. Our findings were originally published
in [152,153] and we proposed attractive near-capacity IrVLC schemes in [154–159].
In Chapter 4 we introduce a novel RV-FDM as an alternative to the IV-FD lower
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bound of (1.8) for the characterisation of the error correction capability that is asso-
ciated with VLEC codebooks. Unlike the IV-FD lower bound, the RV-FDM assumes
values from the real-valued domain, hence allowing the comparison of the error correc-
tion capability of two VLEC codebooks having equal IV-FD lower bounds, as described
in Section 1.2.6.4. Furthermore, we show that a VLEC codebook’s RV-FDM affects the
number of inflection points that appear in the corresponding inverted EXIT function.
This complements the property [132] that the area below an inverted VLEC EXIT
function equals the corresponding coding rate, as well as the property that a free dis-
tance of at least two yields an inverted VLEC EXIT function that reaches the top right
hand corner of the EXIT chart, as described in Section 1.3.4.4.
These properties are exploited by a novel GA in order to design beneficial VLEC
codebooks having arbitrary inverted EXIT function shapes. This is in contrast to the
methods of [67,69,81], which are incapable of designing codebooks having specific EXIT
function shapes without imposing a significant level of ‘trial-and-error’ based human
interaction, as described in Section 1.4. This novel GA is shown to be attractive for
the design of IrVLC component codebooks for EXIT chart matching, since Chapter 4
also demonstrates that our ability to create open EXIT chart tunnels at near-capacity
channel SNRs depends on the availability of a suite of component codes having a wide
variety of EXIT function shapes.
Finally, a suite of component VLEC codebooks designed by the novel GA is found
to facilitate higher-accuracy EXIT chart matching than a benchmarker suite designed
using the state-of-the-art method of [67]. Our novel RV-FDM and GA were originally
published in [156,157].
In Chapter 5, we propose a novel modification to the EXIT chart matching al-
gorithm of [18] that additionally seeks a reduced APP SISO decoding complexity by
considering the complexities associated with each of the component codes. Further-
more, another novel modification of Chapter 5 facilitates the EXIT chart matching of
irregular codes that employ a suite of component codes having the same coding rate.
This is achieved by removing the EXIT chart matching constraint of (1.30), facilitating
the design of a novel IrURC.
Additionally, Chapter 5 demonstrates the joint EXIT chart matching of two serially
concatenated irregular codecs, namely an outer IrVLC and an inner IrURC. This is
achieved by iteratively matching the inverted outer EXIT function to the inner EXIT
function and vice versa. By employing an irregular inner code, in addition to an
irregular outer code, we can afford a higher degree of design freedom than the proposals
of [18], which employ a regular inner code. Hence, the proposed approach is shown
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to facilitate even nearer-capacity operation, which is comparable to that of IrLDPC
and irregular turbo codes, as described in Section 1.4. Our findings were originally
published in [158,159] and we additionally demonstated the joint EXIT chart matching
of serially concatenated irregular codecs in [160].
Finally, in Chapter 6, we compare the results and findings of the previous chapters
and draw our conclusions.
In summary, the novel contributions of this thesis are:
• a novel VDVQ/RVLC-TCM scheme for the iterative joint source and channel
decoding of video information;
• its VDVQ/RVLC trellis structure;
• the adaptation of the Viterbi algorithm for MMSE VDVQ/RVLC encoding;
• the adaptation of the BCJR algorithm for APP SISO VDVQ/RVLC decoding
and MMSE video reconstruction;
• IrVLC schemes for near-capacity operation;
• complexity versus channel SNR plots which are parameterised by the reconstruc-
tion quality;
• the RV-FDM for characterising the error correction capability of VLECs having
the same IV-FD;
• the characterisation of the relationship between a VLEC’s RV-FDM and the
shape of its inverted EXIT function;
• a GA for designing VLECs having specific EXIT functions;
• a suite of VLECs that are suitable for a wide range of IrVLC applications;
• the adaptation of the EXIT chart matching algorithm to facilitate the use of
component codes having the same coding rate;
• the adaptation of the EXIT chart matching algorithm to additionally seek a
reduced APP SISO decoding computational complexity;
• the joint EXIT chart matching algorithm for designing schemes employing a serial
concatenation of two irregular codecs;
• an IrVLC-IrURC scheme for very near capacity joint source and channel coding.
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